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INTOODUCTION
"We...have our engines and we have our railroad trains 

and we have our factories and we cannot get rid of these iron 
servants without destroying the very basis of our civilization. 
We may hate these ungainly companions, but we need them. In 
time to come we shall know how to be their masters. Then 
Plato shall give us a revised Republic where all the houses 
are heated by steam and where all the dishes are washed by 
electricity.

"We are not suffering from too much machinery, but from 
too little. For let there be enough iron servants and more of 
us shall be able to sit on the tops of mountains and stare in
to the blue sky, and waste valuable hours, imagining the things 
that ought to be.

"The Old Testament used to call such people prophets.
They raised strange cities of their hear till delight, which 
should be.based exclusively upon righteousness and piety.
But the greatest of all their prophets the Jews killed to 
make a Roman holiday.

"The Greeks knew such wise men as philosophers. They 
allowed them great freedom and rejoiced in the mathematical 
precision with which their intellectual leaders mapped out 
those theoretical roads which were to lead mankind from chaos 
to an ordered state of society.

"The Middle Ages insisted with narrow persistence upon



the Kingdom of Heaven aa the only possible standard for a 
decent Christian people.

"They crushed all those who dared to question the posi
tive existence of such a future state of glory and content.
They built it of stone and precious metals, but neglected the 
spiritual fundament.

"And so it perished.
"The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries fought many 

bitter wars to decide the exact: nature: of a whitewashed Para
dise, erected upon the crumbling ruins of the Mediaeval church.

"The eighteenth century saw the Promised Land lying across 
the terrible bulwark of stupidity and superstition, which a 
thousand years of clerical selfishness had erected for its own 
protection and safety.

"There: followed a mighty battle to crush the infamy of 
ignorance: and bring about an era of well-balanced reason.

"Unfortunately, a few enthusiasts carried the matter a 
trifle too far.

"Napoleon, realist-in-chief of all time, brought the 
world back to a common ground of solid facts.

"Ouir own generation drew the logical conclusion of the 
Napoleonic premises.

"Behold the map of Europe: and sea how well we have 
wrought.

"For alasJ This world needs utopias as it needs fairy 
stories. It does not matter so much where we are going, as
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long as are making consciously for some definite goal.
And a utopia, however strange, or" fanciful, is the only poss
ible beacon upon the uncharted seas of the distant future.

"It encourages us in our efforts. Sometimes the light 
is hidden by the clouds, and for a moment we may lose our way. 
Then the faint light once more breaks through the darkness and 
we press forward with new courage.

"And when life is dull and meaningless (the main curse of 
all existence) we find consolation in thee fact that a hundred 
years from now, our children shall reach the shore for which 
we were bound when we ourselves left the bridge and were lower
ed to the peaceful bottom of the ocean?

--From the introduction to Mumford’s Story of Utopia, 
by Hendrik Willem van Loon*
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CHM’TER- I 
THE PROBLEM AT HAND

. "A Map of tha World that doe a not include utopia is not 
worth avan glancing at.M This startling statement prefaces 
Lewis Mumford»a Story of Utopias, and it strikes: the keynote 
that I wish to maintain throughout this paper: That it is our
utopias that make the world tolerable to us. My position will 
be that of an outside observer, very often. I shall set 
utopia over against the "real" world. I shall explore utopia 
as a world by itself, divided into ideal commonwealths and 
cities. But I shall try to remember that the more men react 
upon their environment and remodel it after a human pattern, 
the more do they approach utopia.

Any vision of an ideal commonwealth mus.t derive its form 
and color from the time in which it is written. And we find 
that periods of hopelessness, of strife, of decay are those v: 
which produce these visions. Plsto *s Republic dates from the 
period of social disintegration following the Peloponnesian 
War; a similar disorderly age brought forth Sir Thomas More *s 
imaginary commonwealth.

Perhaps such, a chasm of disillusionmet has stimulated 
our contemporary authors to look for rainbows’ ends once more. 
For such a search certainly exists at present. Floods of



papers are being written on changing ideas and ideals. One 
backwash of that flood is this thesis.

Every man has his utopia. The human mind is so con
structed that man cannot rest content with what he has; he 
must want something better. To this desire for improvement 
we owe our art, much of our literature— in short, all that 
is beautiful in life. In most men this "Will-to-utopia" is 
merely an escape-mechanism, a means of leaving this confin
ing physical environment for the world of ideas. But substi
tuting this pseudo-environment for the external world some
times gives an opportunity to sift the hard facts of every
day life; and a new sort of reality is projected upon the 
old confining physical environment. oWhich is to say, one 
gains immediate release, on one hand— or one provides con
ditions for future release. We may, therefore, divide uto
pias into two classes: those of simple Escape, and those of
Reconstruction.

We have all glimpsed the utopia of escape. Castles in 
Spain are the logical successors to the card houses that 
children build. They are as easily knocked down, and as 
easily reassembled. And for the great majority of men 
that small, private utopia is the only one for which they 
feel any warm interest, and every other utopia is ultimately 
translated into its terms. How else can we explain the tre
mendous popularity of the cinema and the stage?
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This sort of utopia is responsible for the Petty draw
ings which one finds in the room of the college student; 
for the writing of such literature as Beckford’s Vathek; 
and for Jean Harlow’s tremendous flood of "fan-mail".

But this is a dangerous and unprofitable form of uto
pia. To remain here is to lose one’s capacity for dealing 
with things as they are. The scheme is too perfect; it 
lacks roughage, and roughage is necessary. Even the lit
erature produced by it is of interest only as literature.
It has no practical remedy for the world’s wrongs. There 
is much of this literature but it is worth little. I shall, 
for the most part, ignore it in this paper.

The other type of utopia is that of Reconstruction.
Like the first type, this utopia may be quite simple 

and personal; but an attempt is made to reckon with the 
world as it is. It is a vision of a reconstructed environ
ment, better suited and adapted to man than the present one.

Naturally, there must be a similar readjustment of man, 
himself. New habits, values, and even physical and mental 
characteristics are postulated. Perhaps it is for this 
reason that eugenics plays such an important role in the uto 
plan picture. We see the need for such a change in man when 
we consider the diversity of social outlooks. We can have 
no hope in that class of individuals which idealizes the past 
and cries with Cicero: "0 temper a. 0 mores!” Nor can we
look to that great group whose motto might be: "Everything
is for the best in this, this best of all possible worlds'.it
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No, utopia will come from those who look to the future.
They go under many aliases: geniuses, seers, iconoclasts,
dissenters, insurgents, creators, or simply "radical minor
ity". These men are the critics of their age; these are the 
Utopians.

Utopias are, then, the voicings of the best and high
est thoughts of their periods. In a certain sense, they 
are reflections of the "collective mind" of an age. And be
cause they are the focussings of the best thoughts of the 
best minds, they are necessarily beyond the grasp of most 
men. So it happens that "utopia" has for the most of us 
the connotation, "visionary dream". So it happens that 
no utopia ever has been fully realized, although many have 
been partially adopted.

But is absurd to say that, because they have not been 
put into practice, lock, stock, and barrel, utopias exist 
only on paper. They exist, have existed, and will exist 
in the minds of men; and there is a reality about them 
that is utterly lacking to most historical "fact". The 
Utopians who existed only in the mind of Thomas Llore exert 
far more influence upon the lives of our contemporaries 
than the Laplanders of today, although the Laplanders be
long to the "real world" and the Utopians inhabit Nowhere.

So much, then, for the stage-setting.
The next— and principal— section of this paper con

sists of a brief outline of what I consider the most out
standing utopias of Reconstruction, together with a criti
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cal analysis of the good and bad aspects of each. I shall 
try to show how each age produced its, as it were, "per
sonal" utopia. Finally, I shall attempt to show what our 
modern world owes to each of these classical prospectuses 
of the state-to-come.

I shall make no attempt to present another utopia:
I shall survey the foundations upon which others may build. 
For I cannot fulfill the basic requirement of Fitzgerald:

"Ah Love! Gould you and I with Fate conspire 
To grasp the sorry scheme of things entire,
Would not we shatter it to bits— and then 

Remould it nearer to the Heart's Desire?"
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CHAPTER II 
THE HEBREW PROPHETS

VZe have no record of the "first utopian"; for there 
must have been one among the Egyptians or the Mesopotamians. 
There is a common impression that Plato was the first to re
cord his vision of a perfect future. I feel, however, that 
a more careful search will bring forth another people and 
another literature antedating that of Greece by several cen
turies. And if this race produced no full-fledged utopias, 
it still brought forth utopian expression by men who rank 
as social critics with Plato. I refer to the Hebrew pro
phets— men of remarkable ability in appraising their times 
and in suggesting lines of social reconstruction.

The first of these prophets was Amos— rugged, virile, 
and worthy of our deepest admiration. "Amos is one of the 
most marvelous and incomprehensible figures in the history 
of the human mind, the pioneer of a progress of evolution 
from which a new epoch of humanity dates."* It was Amos 
who gave impetus to the spirit of hope which pervaded the 
Hebrews for so many years.

Unlike many other Utopians, Amos was not the product

* Cornhill, 0. H. Page 46.
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of an age of stress. On the contrary, he lived in a period " 
of peace, prosperity, and even luxury. Israel was the lead
ing nation between the Nile and the Euphrates, and pomp and 
circumstance characterized her every aspect. Amos first 
appears in the midst of the autumn festival at Bethel about 
the year 760 B.C. Unwonted splendor was everywhere evident, 
and the people felt that all was well. Yet Amos shook them 
out of their complacency when he predicted their early down
fall.

Amos was a tremendously inspired man. A herdsman by 
calling, he had had time to appraise his country, and to see 
much of it. Beneath the ivory palaces and glittering sur
faces he saw the symbols of rottenness and decay. False wor
ship, ritualism, and injustice had supplanted spirituality 
and justice. Religion had become a Saturnalian orgy, and 
licentious debauchery polluted the local shrines. And yet 
the contemporaries of Amos considered this fitting as wor
ship of God.

Nor was the religious situation the only one which 
reeked to high heaven. The prosperity of the age was super
ficial. It was the luxury of the few at the expense of the 
toil and poverty of the many. The poor were noticeably 
exploited.* They were given short weight and bad grain. **

* Amos. 4:1
** Ibid.5:11, 8:4-7



Courts were corrupt and venal.* On the other hand, extrava
gance and debauchery characterized the lives of the fortu
nate classes.** And the state was not behind In corruption.

This was the situation which evoked Amos’ predictions.
He was certainly not a man to mince words. Israel’s doom, 
he said, was inevitable and irrevocable. The Hebrew sense 
of an overruling God prompted him to speak of the coming dis
aster as a divine infliction.

Within thirty years the Assyrians had tumbled to the 
ground the proud edifice that had been Israel.

Wherein lies the utopianism of Amos’ message? In the 
social aspect of his exhortation. The evils which he de
nounced were social evils. Amos knew that any true God must 
be ethical in his demands. He looked forward to a world 
where service and social justice, rather than ceremonial, 
was the ideal. He "pleaded for a well-ordered society, 
animated by the spirit of justice and fair play. The new, 
perfect society was to come about by a complete change, both 
individual and national, in social relationships. This in 
turn depended upon a moulding anew of the social ethics, the 
quickening of men’s innate sense of right and justice. This 
was only possible as the people clung more and more to Jehovah 
followed His precepts, and brought-their lives into confor-

* Ibid. 2:6** iHTd. 6:4-6
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mity with His. It decreed a change of attitude, a recon
stituted group-morality, an awakened spirituality, a re
newed assurance of the existence of Jehovah and of His con
trol of the universe for a moral purpose.”*

Amos' last chapter briefly portrays this beautiful 
world-to-come**— but it is for a mere handful of the former 
nation. The Davidic line was to be reestablished, and Israel 
was to prosper once more. But it was to be an Israel purged 
of sin— an idealized Israel of the future, a "Paradise re
gained”.

I have treated the background of Amos' writing at 
greater length than may seem necessary; but this same back
ground is to serve as a screen on which the utopias of the 
other prophets are to be flashed.

Hosea followed Amos by twenty-five years and any change 
in conditions was for the worse. He gave the same denun—  
elation of his age; but his emphasis was religious rather 
than ethical. While he mentioned the social wrongs of his 
day, it was the religious corruption that horrified him.

Hosea set forth his utopianism in many scattered 
passages throughout his book. The central idea of his 
teaching was that fatherly love is God’s foremost attribute, 
and that it alone is the great reconstructing force of which

* Eertzler, J. 0. Page 15
** Amos 9:11-15
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society can avail itself in order to work out its redemp
tion. But he also emphasized the love of man for man as a 
basic reconstructing agency in society.

Only brief views of utopia are found in Eosea, and 
these are very vague. Right and justice; love and faith 
will be the blessings of this new time. The bow and the 
sword shall be broken, and bhttles shall be ended. Israel 
will be a peaceful people living in harmony with Jehovah, 
and enjoying physical plenty.*

Amos made moral law the necessity for the perfect life; 
Hosea made it fundamentally a matter of love; but Isaiah • 
was the first to formulate faith as a condition to its 
realization.

His conviction as to the social, moral, and political 
rottenness of his times was as strong as that of Amos and 
Rosea. In a sense, he combined the two. Denouncing reli
gious decadence on one hand he decried the political and 
social degradation on the other. He saw the neople doomed,e *
just as had Amos, yet, like Rosea, he saw in this doom the 
beginning of true salvation. He believed that the "holy 
seed” would survive. Israel was to be purged, not destroyed.

. Isaiah's theory of social reconstruction was a new 
one— a positive program of salvation by faith. Trust in 
Jehovah meant for the nation a righteous government, a 
perfectly conducted state. It meant for the people a divine

* Eosea 2:18-22
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standard of holiness in an ethical sense. Perfection was 
available only through ethical forces.

But Isaiah was also the revealer of a better mundane 
state to come, and, in a sense, the first of the tile-and- 
plumbing Utopians who reached their climax in Bellamy.

His ideal city had, like the others, a Davidic king, 
a righteous and faithful ruler. Human sufferings were 
past, and iniquity was unknown. The desert was a garden, 
and parched ground a pool. The animal kingdom was remade, 
complete with new digestive tracts, so that lions might 
eat straw.

Universal peace was the rule. And it is in Isaiah 
that we see the first true conception of a Messianic reign, 
although it had been part and parcel of Israel’s tradition 
for some time.

Jeremiah was more akin to the gentle Hosea than to 
stern Arnos, or brilliant Isaiah. He was of an age different 
from the others we have seen, only in that it was worse. 
Israel had gone consistently downhill; for it was a buffer 
state in the Assyrian-Babylonian-Scythian wars, and conse
quently had suffered terribly.

Like the others, Jeremiah despaired of the people as 
a whole. But he contributed something entirely new in the 
field of religion: the importance of the individual. "It
is as an exponent of individual spirituality that Jeremiah
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stands without a peer. The earlier prophets had empha
sized tribal solidarity; the religion and ethics were pri
marily a national or group affair... It was Jeremiah who 
first made the soul of the individual the true seat of 
pure religion and the individual conscience the basis of 
social ethics.M*

Jeremiah’s utopia was not the beautiful creation of 
Isaiah. He did believe in an ideal future state which 
was to come to a socialized people who should passionately 
desire it. It was to be another restoration of Israel’s 
remnants, governed by a branch of the house of David, ** 
ministered unto by Levites.*** Mourning should be no more, 
and Jehovah should watch over his own.****

Thus did Jeremiah give his version of the perfect 
state to come.

Ezekiel was the prophet of exile. Hard, stern, and 
unyielding, he resembled Isaiah in personality. He was 
harsh and resolute in his condemnation of the sins of his 
nation, and even dogmatic in proclaiming his convictions.

He brought the same charges against Israel that we 
have seen before. Moral and religious lapses were excoria
ted once more. But he made no tirade against ceremonialism

i

* Hertzler, J.D. Page 32
** Jeremiah 23:5
*** Ibid. 33:22
**** Ibid. 31:34



He seems to have'felt that the cult should he moralized and 
made the medium for an expression of religious truth, rather 
than abolished.

Ezekiel took up the problem of the individual where 
Jeremiah left off. And salvation, said Ezekiel, would not 
be a mass affair. It was to come from the individual and 
his conscious desire to change.

And as the individual might not be saved by others, 
neither might he be damned for them. "The son shall not 
bear the iniquity of the father, neither shall the father 
bear the iniquity of the son."* His own righteousness 
raised him above the doom of the sinful nation.

In other words, Ezekiel had given birth to the idea 
of moral freedom.

Naturally, there are weaknesses in his position. His 
doctrine^ of individual responsibility is too rigid and 
severe. There are elements in man’s.lot beyond the sphere 
of his volition. Again, it follows from Ezekiel’s view 
that a man’s outward fortunes reflect, his internal character 
and misfortune indicates sin. Job and Eccliastes reject 
such incongruities.

Ezekiel’s utopianistic course was simple: "Refrain
from evil, keep the statutes, and receive life.’’** This

* Ezekiel 18:2
** Ibid . 18:21
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statement covered every phase of conduct, religious, 
moral, and legal. Earthly suffering would follow viola
tions of the law and ethical code. To refrain from such 
violation was to be ethically and spiritually regenerated.

Ezekiel’s utopia was a Kassianic state, to be achieved 
only after a final battle between the ’’regenerates” and in
vading tribes. Then would the "Kingdom of God” or "New 
Jerusalem" be possible.

Chapters 40 and 48 are famous in every course in the 
study of Biblical Literature for their descriptions of 
Ezekiel’s utopia. It was not so much a political as an 
eccliastical state, however. Worshippers, priests, and 
mechanics of v/orship were vividly in the foreground. 
Everything necessary to insure proner formal holiness was 
laid down and provided for. However, some attention was 
paid to administrative details.

The nation was to be ruled by a prince-— and, for the 
first time, not a Davidic descendant. Land was to be 
equitably divided, and. the stranger was to share with the 
native.* But the stress was no longer on abandonment of 
injustice, oppression, and moral delinquency. Holiness, 
ceremonial correctness, took the center of the stage. The

* Ibid. 47:22-23
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ideal state had been absorbed into the Church.

Scholars today are practically unanimous in assigning 
the latter portion of Isaiah to another author than the 
writer of the first forty chapters, since "Second Isaiah" 
is so completely different from Isaiah in style and spirit. 
Second Isaiah was, like Ezekiel, a prophet of exile. He 
was, in a sense, the last of the utopian seers, and was 
unique among the prophets in that he bore no message of 
doom. He pointed out the nation's shortcomings as definitely 
as had Amos and Isaiah, but his was a word of encouragement 
and comfort. His people were already suffering the punish
ment predicted by the earlier prophets: he announced the
imminent redemption. And a broad redemption it was. For 
the first time the Gentile was taken into the fold along 
with the chosen race. His -future hope was broad and 
catholic— and everlasting. New Jerusalem was to be eternal.

His description of M s  ideal commonwealth differs little 
from that in Isaiah. There is no mention of a future 
Messiah, however; and the old quasi-political state, under 
a Messianic king, has become a spiritualized divine state. 
Violence is a thing of the past; the desert again becomes a 
garden; death is no more; and labor receives its due compen
sation.*

* Isaiah 53:17, 51:3, 60:20, 65:23

%
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The utopianism of Second Isaiah was similar to that of 
the other prophets, hut it was universal in armlication,

, where theirs v;as limited. He stipulated the same individual 
change of viewpoint as the basic requirement for eternal 
life. But his salvation was open to everyone. The Gen- 

• tiles must be taught by Israel, his chosen. Here, at last, 
had come the great altruistic note necessary to any true 
utopia: I am my brother’s keeper.,

The Hebrew prophets were ahead of their time— and 
suffered the fate to which such men seem destined. Their 
people was steeped in the past, in the day of David, too 
completely to give them a hearing..

They were not simple visionaries in any sense,for they 
stood in close relation to the history of'their time. Their 
truths were not presented abstractly, but were based on the 
condition of the people of their day. Their primary inter
est was, of course, their generation; but the principles they 
proclaimed were capable of a wider application.

It is an interesting thing to note the gradual change 
in the unit to be rehabilitated. Under Fosea and Amos the 
nation was essentially stable— arid the prophets conceived 
of their people as a gigantic personality which had sinned 
as a unit and must be made over as a unit. But as the 
nation was crushed and scattered, the emphasis was laid on 
the individual. Finally, with Second Isaiah, the emphasis
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had passed from the nation, and from the individual member 
of the nation, to individuals of all races.

Perhaps it is possible to connect this with the evo
lution of Jehovah. Initially Jehovah was the god of a vol
cano, near Mt. Sinai. A nomadic tribe, the Hebrews, adop
ted him. Thus he has passed from the position of deity of 
a natural function to that of protecting spirit of a tribe. 
As the tribe rose in wealth and power so did their god. Fis 
worship was hard and stern; human sacrifice was certainly a 
part of it.* Then came the,fall of Israel. This could be 
explained by the Hebrews in two ways: another god, more
powerful than theirs, had overthrown their god, and so they 

1 had been defeated; or their god was omnipotent and had pun
ished them in anger. Naturally they took the more flatter
ing view. Thus came the concept of the universal God. 
Gradually, as I have shown above, the concept of ethical 
right as antagonistic to ceremonial correctness grew in the 
race. Hosea gave the God of Love, and Second Isaiah the 
individual, personal God.

But these are not true utopias. In vain do we seek for 
a solution to the labor problem--and the Old Testament bears 
witness to the fact that such problems existed. Mode of 
government is left to chance: "There will be a David!c
prince" is the sum and substance of the political fore
casting. The prophets give religious tenets and ethical

* Genesis 22:2-12
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judgnients— and this does not constitute a thorough-going 
utopia.
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CHAPTER III 
PLATO’S REPUBLIC

I have selected the Hebrew prophets as an example of 
proto-utopia because I feel that they were the earliest of their 
genre. I have omitted such comparable works as Augustine’s City 
of God and the various Apocalypses of the Old and Hew Testament 
because they made little real contribution. And the Kingdom of 
God as seen by Jesus is a utopia which I feel to be beyond my 
scope.

PLATO’S REPUBLIC

Plato was by no means the first utopian. But he may be 
regarded as in a sense the father of idealism; in philosophy, 
in politics, and in literature— the leader of the long train of 
philosophical geniuses who have given us the current conception 
of the term utopia by a long .series of "social anticipations”, 
as Hertzler terms them; for the basic elements of most of them 
are traceable to his Republic.

Plato was not the only Greek utopian. Aristotle mentions 
an ideal state devised by Phaleas, who believed in complete e- 
quality of property, and another described by the architect- 
sociologist, Eippodamus. But neither Phaleas or Hippodamus 
made a contribution not found in Plato’s Republic, and the 
qualifying Laws. Statesman, and Critias; and for that reason
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they are omitted.

Plato’s Republic dates roughly from the disastrous 
war between Athens and Sparta. Such a war always gives 
the man of sense a good opportunity of getting to know his 
enemy. And so it is that Plato— most eminently a man of 
sense— has written his ideal commonwealth on a warp of 
Athens and a woof of Sparta. Naturally the crushing defeat 
of Athens had put ideas of ’’reform” out of his mind. He 
was for an entire reconstruction, on a new basis— the good 
from each of Greece’s two leading .commonwealths.

Plato puts his work on a sound basis: he begins with
his physical foundations. And so he does not choose a 
tropical island for his location. It is plain that Plato 
referred to Attica and its economic life. He wrote for his 
own countrymen, and so could omit details that later students 
must examine carefully.

To the Greek of Plato’s day a commonwealth was something 
actively shared by his fellow citizens and, probably, the 
limits of which he could see from any convenient tree-top.
Its inhabitants had common theatres, gods, and interests 
of all sorts. Great Britain’s ’’possession” of Canada 
would have baffled them; and a region like Arizona, with a
population,of two or three to the souare mile, would have been 
inconceivable as a commonwealth, its inhabitants would 
have been regarded as barbarians unsuited for citizenship in 
a proper state.
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Plat o’ s ideal commonwealth is a city-region, surrounded 
by sufficient land to provide food, and— conveniently near the 
sea. In a mountainous region like Greece the types of agri
cultural growth and industrial life are close-packed. Plato 
could never have found the various groups to be combined 
in his city in the Arizona desert or the Jersey meadows, 
although he might Have located them in ^ew England. Greece 
was peculiar in that such a variety of occupations could be 
found in such a small area. If I recall grammar-school 
geography, this sort of territory is known as a "valley area.11 
Interestingly, the great civilizations of the world have 
located in just such valley sections. Nile and Egynt,
Euphrates and Babylon, Tiber and Rome, Seine and ^aris,
Hudson and New York—

Plato offers no solution to the labor nroblem— for the 
simple reason that he knew nothing of it. Given a region 
like. Attica, with tree-covered hills, the "arts" of agri
culture and herding, a climate without extremes of heat or 
cold, and the opportunity to found new colonies when the 
grim laws of I'althus set up operations-— only a true genius 
could invent a labor problem. Slavery came from military 
capture— not starvation. One could live if one so desired; 
and so the groundwork of Plato’s utopia is simple, agricultural 
life.

His society arises out of the needs of mankind. None
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of us is self-sufficient, and all have many vrcnts. There
fore, many kinds of people must supply them. When all these 
kinds of people are gathered together, each supplying the 
wants of the others, the body of inhahitahts is a state.
Not the nation-state, which is a separate entity, apart from 
its individual members, but the city-state, which is but‘ 
a larger copy of the citizen, is the commonwealth in question.

The ideal community ha# common wants, common interests. 
And such common wants and interests Eire possible only in a 
small state. The unjust, state comes into being by a mult
iplication of wants— -and superfluities. Increasing wants 
result in increasing borders. Excesses in goods translate 
themselves into accumulations of wealth and desire for more. 
The logical— and inevitable--result is war— for eventually 
the growing state desires a slice on another growing state.

The mode of life desired by Plato was,then, neither 
impoverished nor luxurious; in other words, it lay between 
Spartan self-denial and Athenian aestheticism. ’’The workman 
and his work degenerate under noverty or wealth. Avoid both,” 
night be a statement of ^lato*s views.

Nor dees Plato have a double standard of living. His 
ruling classes and common people have the same material 
essentials; and they lack the same non-essentials. He saw 
that happiness cones from one* s contribution to life rather 
than the amount one can drain from it. His society was
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truly stripped for action.

Plato’s Republic is not for everyone. It is a city; and 
its limit is any size which permits unity. To be exact, five 
thousand and forty persons is the limiting figure— about the 
number which can be conveniently addressed by a speaker. And 
so Plato has little connection with a nation of one hundred 
and twenty-five million people— for what common interests could 
such a group have held in his day. Ke predicts no telephone, 
no newspaper, no radio. And modern town planners are tending to 
accept Plato’s figures for their proposed ’’cities”, ^en are 
not members of a community because they have the same king, 
or because they live between the same two oceans. Plato’s 
community was held together by forces other than those which 
promote concerted action in wartime. The annual World Series 
makes America much more of a community than did the scares 
of 1914-18, or the depression from which we are still-emer
ging. The former is, in a sense, a civic unity. The latter 
are commercial unities. Plato did not confuse the two— and 
it will develop later that the Nineteenth Century Utopians 
confused them badly.

Plato’s good community is like a healthy body; exercise 
of every function is the condition of its strength and vital
ity. The good community, then, may not be simply a collection 
of individual introverts, each with M s  private and parti
cular happiness. The good community results when each member
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has his function, and when all the necessary functions are 
happily adjusted. •

llunford points out that the modern symphony orchestra 
carries this out point by point.

Not that Plato sets this up as the only formula for 
happiness. But he does feel that this gives the greatest 
good for most people. No class is favored at the expense 
of the others.

All Plato's classes work. Of course they work. Their 
happiness lies in work.
v Aristocracy was the order of the day in classic Greece. 
And Plato was a thorough-going aristocrat. We should expect 
to find an aristocracy in the Republic. We are not disappoin
ted.

Plato compares the community to the human being,
%

possessed of wisdom, valor, temperance, and justice. Each 
of these virtues he relates to a particular class. ’Therefore 
we find that wisdom is appropriate to the rulers, or guardians 
valor is characteristic of the military class, or auxiliaries; 
temperance is a virtue of all classes. And justice is the 
ultimate cause of their separation, into classes. It is 
the keystone of the Platonic utopia.

Aristotle criticizes Plato— in terms of a simpler 
democracy. However, Plato’s order is not fixed. All 
positions and classes are open to all. But Plato believed 
th^t children are born with a predetermined bent. He ad-
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vocates a Mgovernment by the best”, but it is not a fixed 
caste of hereditary wealth or position. Every man must 
find his appropriate class, ruler, warrior, or worker.
How is this to be done?

The answer to this gives the boldest section of the 
Republic, the section which has provoked the greatest 
antagonism, because of its departure from the traditional 
rut of established institutions— individual marriages and 
individual property.

Plato relies on three factors to preserve his ideal 
constitution: breeding, education, and discipline. V/hat
is the effect of each of the three classes?

The workers are briefly treated. I am not sure whether 
the marriage system applies to them, and apparently Plato 
approves the apprenticeship system whereby the smith or 
potter trainee his successor. The method seems . satisfactory 
to him, and any improvements in such occupations will result 
from the Platonic rule of justice. Obviously, Plato knows 
nothing of labor trouble.

The warriors, or auxiliaries, form the second class. 
These are similar to the guardians: they dwell by themselves
in a single enclosure, have common meals and common temples 
of their own. But their life can not be pushed to the 
intellectual development of the guardians.

The auxiliaries are not unlike the modern regular army, 
with its barracks, drills, and implicit obedience. The 
main difference lies in the equal position in camp and
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gymnasium held by women.
The final class— the Guardians— have the greatest amount 

of power, of wisdom in Plato's state— and of attention in 
Plato's keen, incisive mentality. Obviously, Plato thought 
of himself as a Guardian.

Plato realizes that good stock sometimes throws poor 
offspring. And so he determines that when education hat5 
reached such a point that natural bents shall appear, then 
shall the "brass and iron" children of "gold" or "silver" 
parents be relegated to their proper group, and conversely, 
the "gold" children of "brass and iron" parents shall be 
raised.* The ruler may not pity his child because he must 
descend in rank and become a worker.

Thus does Plato anticipate Darwin's theory of natural 
selection by two thousand years.

As a safeguard of this natural selection, Plato -pro
poses a system of common marriage. "Marriages" of Guardians 
are made at festivals, when the state deems"it advantageous 
for certain couples to mate— but this is the length and 
breadth of their marriage system. The best stocks are 
encouraged to reproduce. There seems to be a freedom of 
sexual selection among the Guardians; and distinguished 
members of the state have access to the greatest numbers 
of women. But Plato ignores the possibility of inter-class 
cross-breeding.

*• Jewett, B. Page 63
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Even the "good" children must prove their goodness 
before they are recognized as Guardians, and as for 
the children of baser sort— well, they are rigorously 
limited to the needs and resources of the state. Exposure 
was. common in Plato's day, and he shows no qualms in dis
carding bad heredity. His flowers are not to be choked by 
weeds.

Education and discipline remain after the breeding prob
lem is solved. And there are many notions which must be "edu
cated" out of people’s minds. For example, the family is a 
good thing. It is,in itself, a miniature utopia. But Plato 
discards the good for the better— and so the family goes into 
the discard. Jesus’s followers left families to follow him, 
and Plato demands no less. Private life, duties, interests 
are not for the Guardians.

Plato presents a fairly elaborate treatise on education, 
liusic and gymnastics, the two principal branches of education, 
are given during the earlier years; and both branches are 
followed in common by both sexes. Of interest in the light 
of modern teaching methods, instruction is communicated 
through play activities; and only with manhood does the stu
dent approach his duties formally and systematically. In 
the course of this education the students are tested fre
quently with respect to their mental keenness and fortitude; 
and only the successful ones become Guardians.
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Daily life of the Guardian is a rigorous regime, similar 
to that practiced by the Spartans. Private property is dist
inctly forbidden to the Guardians: they are surmorted by
other citizens, but neither in luxury nor in penury. For the 
Guardians are to be kept disinterested in private concerns.
Few men are capable of directing public business and dealing 
with public affairs; for this reason Plato desires what few 
there are to be genuinely disinterested.

As young men the Guardians belong to the Auxiliaries.
They are allowed to learn no trade— lest they become warped 
and one-sided; and so their physical edge is maintained by 
gymnasium work and sham military expeditions. "Sham" is the 
word, for Plato believes war to be an unnecessary evil aris
ing from the unjust state.

From thirty-five to fifty the potential Guardians under
take practical activities— commanding armies, and gaining ex
perience from life. Of course, only such of the warriors as 
show the prerequisite intelligence are allowed to continue.
A rigorous selection is made at the age of thirty; the least 
promising assuming practical public offices, while the rest 
pursue the "art of reasoning" with diligence and perseverence.

After their fiftieth year the remaining Guardians— those 
not weeded out in successive cullings— attain the highest 
degree in philosophy— the contemplation of the Idea of Good. 
However, for the sake of the city, each takes his turn at the 
helm of state, and is charged with superintending the entire 
government. Finally, after the rulers have educated others to
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fill their shoes, they depart for the Islands of the Blest.
This is the path of perfection. By this means do philo

sophers become rulers of cities. And this is the ultimate 
aim of Plato’s utopianism; to achieve the greatest possible 
likeness to God, by approaching the cognition of the Idea of 
Good.

The duty of the Guardian is to manufacture libertv.
Petty laws are needless; for in a well-founded state the great 
number of minor maladjustments will fall out of existence. 
Trade rules and business : regulations are left to tradesmen. 
The concern of the Guardians is the essential constitution of 
the state. The means at their disposal are breeding, educa
tion, and vocational selection. Proper selection produces 
superior products in each successive generation, and the 
activities of the Republic pattern themselves on the utopia 
in the minds of the Guardians.

Some things are strikingly lacking from the Republic. 
Luxury, of course, can be spared. But where are the poets, 
the v/riters, the painters? Literature and music are both 
severely restricted in theme and treatment. Plato distrusts 
emotional life, for it interferes with the sense of balance.
He classifies love as a vulgar misfortune, along with disease 
and drunkenness. And so, while active emotional expression 
is permitted— as in the dance or the sexual act--mere play 
upon the feelings is regarded as intemperance.
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Plato’s little city in the hills leaves a few distinct 
impressions. Not in the occupations or the activities do 
the impressions lie— for these are more or less familiar.
But their relation, one to another, is different. Servitude 
and compulsion, avarice and indolence are gone. "Men mind 
their business for the sake of living well, in just relation 
to the whole community of which they are a part. They live, 
in the strictest sense, according to nature; and because no 
one can enjoy a private privilege, each man can grow to his 
full stature and enter into every heritage of his citizen
ship ." *

* Mumford, pp« 55-56
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CHAPTER IV 
SAVOITAROitA

The number of men who think of utopia is enormous when 
compared with the number which formulates an integrated 
utopian system. And this number itself is in turn far great
er than that which essays to set up a working "heaven on 
earth.”

. '

Of all the actual attempts to establish a utopian state, 
the most striking was that of Fra Girolamo Savonarola in 
Florence in 1494 and the years immediately following. He set 
up an ethico-religious utopia along the order of the Hew 
Jerusalem foretold by the Prophets; and while it was not the 
sort of state which could long endure, it made a real impres
sion on history.

The last half of the fifteenth century was a time of 
strife and turmoil, since it was an age of transition. 
Intellectual life was being stimulated everywhere, and 
utopian thought, which had long expressed itself in formations 
of monastic orders and visions of the Kingdom of Heaven, was 
diverted back into its old channel. Italy enjoyed the first- 
fruits of the Renaissance, although England was not far behind: 
More’s Utopia" appeared only twenty years after Savanarola’s
theocracy.
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One of the facts which the Renaissance emphasized every
where was the growing importance of the middle class. The 
famous Medici family had ruled Florence for generations; and 
their open contempt of this middle class resulted in the ex
pulsion of Piero de Medici and his retinue. This expulsion 
involved the abandonment of all the principles of government 
which had been in operation during the period of Medici 
ascendancy. It was imperative that a new system of govern
ment be evolved before the state fell into anarchy. During 
the unsettled period internal trouble was everywhere rife.

It was at this point that Savonarola, Prior of San 
Marco and one of Florence’s most influential personages, 
came forth with his vision of a theocracy, a. strictly ordered 
Christian state, in which immorality should be suppressed, 
and in which civic life should be ruled by divine precepts.

From his pulpit he had a tremendous hold over Florence’s 
rank and file. He exerted this to its fullest extent, urging 
the citizens of Florence to stamp out vice, sweep obscenity 
from their city, lay aside luxury and gaudy finery, and to 
give themselves to God’s service rather than the pursuit of 
pleasure.

He struck a sympathetic note, for along with the political 
excitement there was a religious-fervor, and Savonarola was 
able to effect hitherto-unheard-of reforms which were the 
means of changing his dream to a — temporary— reality.

Florence was a center of vice at the time. Savonarola
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succeeded in getting the magistrates to effect Puritanic 
reforms. He used every means in his power to give education 
a more moral character, and to purify the literature. In 
fact, he actually succeeded in withdrawing the rising genera
tion from, vice and frivolous pleasures. The transformations 
in Florence’s social life read like a list of miracles. "The 
whole aspect of the city changed. Finery and jewelry were 
cast aside; women dressed plainly on the streets; money which 
had before been spent for ornament was now given to the poor; 
theatres and taverns were empty; cards and dice disappeared; 
the churches were crowded; alms-boxes were well-filled; trades
men and bankers restored their ill-gotten gains; purity, 
sobriety, and justice prevailed in the city, and the Prior of 
San Marco was everywhere hailed as the greatest public bene
factor." *

But the theocracy had within itself the seeds of its own 
destruction. As his reforms increased in austerity and sever
ity, many believers in liberty and popular government lost 
sympathy with him. The adherents of the Medici gained power 
under the stimulus of dissatisfaction. Finally the papacy 
under Alexander VI— the most vicious, depraved, and utterly 
corrupt pope the church ever had— rose to destroy the reformer 
who dared expose and oppose its evil practices. Savonarola

*Hertzler, J.O. $>age 97
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died at the stake in 1498.
But the most potent factor in the downfall of his utopia 

was the factor he had refused to consider— human nature. His 
standard was too monastic; it left too scant room for the 
healthful play of natural feeling. There was altogether too 
much repression, too much legal prohibition. His changes 
were, to a certain extent, spasmodic and forced.

Human nature cannot be forced. Calvin discovered this 
afterward, in Geneva. A strong personality can dominate, 
can wield the dictatorial sceptre for a time— and still fail 
to control the people permanently.
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CHAPTER V

SIR THOLIAS IIORET S UTOPIA

The violent intellectual shakeup that resulted in Italy 
in Savonarola*s theocratic dictatorship was not restricted to 
the continent. England, too, was undergoing the same upheaval. 
And that greatest of utopias of escape— the Kingdom of Heaven—  
was losing its hold. The shift from a heavenly utopia to a 
worldly one— a characteristic manifestation of the uneasiness 
that marked the decline of the Middle Ages— was first expressed 
in.written form in the Utopia of Sir Thomas More, the great 
chancellor who served under Henry VIII.

The firsi" froofr o£ More* s Utopia gives a vivid -picture 
of the forces which were.stirring men* s minds from their 
accustomed trends of thought. The scene in its political 
violence and economic maladjustment looks strangely like our 
own; and there are passages which need only a change of names 
and language to serve as modern radical editorial comment.

Utopia is an account of the customs of a strange country, 
given by a Portuguese wanderer, one Raphael Hythloday. He is 
a remarkable man, this Hythloday. His contemporary Europe 
has ho hold on him. He sees the rich fattening on the poor; 
land is being parcelled into sheep-runs, while the former
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tenants starve. Extravagant luxury grows on the one hand; 
penniless misery stands on the other. And so begging and 
stealing thrive on every side. The wayside gibbets attest 
the harsh laws. Yet people complain of the laxity of the 
law and its minions; and they refuse to see that violence 
and robbery are the results of bad tines— not the causes.

Eythloday sees all this clearly. But no one would lis
ten to him if he were to tell of the "way things are done in 
Utopia."

More, through the tongue of Hythloday, is painting a 
picture of life as he sees it about him; but it looks very 
much like our own national countenance.

Raphael is clear-sighted enough to realize that repair 
of the system is impossible. It must be rebuilt! He freely 
admits that "as long as there is any property, and while money 
is the standard of all things, I cannot think that a nation 
can be governed either justly or happily." * In short, says 
Hythloday, there is no salvation except through the practices 
of the Utopians.

And so begins this exploration of the world of ideas, 
which brings to view again the community whose seed Plato 
sowed two thousand years before.

* More, Thomas Page 78

\
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Where is Utopia? •'.Geographically, it is an island in 
the center of More* s imagination, two hundred niles broad, 
crescent-shaped, and easily defended. There are some fifty- 
four cities on this island, about thirty miles apart on an 
average; The chief city, Amaurot, is in the center of the 
island, and each city has,jurisdiction over the surrounding 
twenty miles of country.

The city-region is once again the unit of political life.
Like Plato’s, Ilore’s ideal commonwealth is a basically 

agricultural state. Scattered over the country-side are great, 
well-equipped farm-houses, and those who prefer rural life may 
live here the year round. Other workers are sent by turns 
from the city to take part in the farm labor. Each farm bolds 
forty men and women, twenty of whom return to the town each 
year after two years in the country.

Agricultural economics is no guessing game. The exact 
amount of food required by the city-region is known, and this 
amount of food is raised— together with a surplus for their 
neighbors. Poultry raising— by the modern incubation— is also 
highly advanced.

During harvest season a draft of city workers is made, 
and the work is simply done.

But while each person knows agriculture, literally from. 
the ground up, he also has a trade. And no trade is esteemed 
above the others. (Here is a tremendous advance over the 
Republic, where mechanic arts were base and servile 1) The trade
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usually passes from father to son, since each family follows 
its own special occupation; but a man whose genius lies ano
ther way may be adopted into a family which plies another 
trade. If he so desires, he can thus learn any number of trades.

The chief duty of the magistrates is to see that no one 
is idle. Since everyone works, no one works very hard or 
very long. More has predicted the six-hour day. The only 
exceptions from the rule are students and magistrates— neither 
of which classes commonly takes advantage of the 'w privilege.

Distribution of goods is remarkably simple. There is a 
monthly festival when city and country engage in mutual products- 
and produce-exchange. But the regulations governing this 
exchange are not recorded by Hythloday.

The family is the unit of distribution. The produce of 
several families is brought to a central market-place, and 
"thither goes every father and takes whatever he or his family la 
in need of, without either paying for it or leaving anything 
in exchange. There is no reason for giving denial to any 
person, since there is such plenty of everything among them." *

In addition to the monthly local exchanges, the great 
central council at Anaurot examines the nreduction of each region 
yearly; and those suffering from a scarcity of anything are 
supplied from the surplus of the others. The ■'"hole island is, 
in More's ovm words, one big, happy family.

The setup is similar to that in the-Republic, but More 
goes farther. Mot only does he get rid of money; he also 
conditions his Utopians to hate the sight of gold and gems.

* Ibid. Page 111
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Utopia resenbles the /uaerican scene of our day in one 
respect: every tov.rn is just like every other town.

Amaurot, a typical case, lies on the side of a hill.
It is a square, two miles on a side, facing the river.
A heavy wall encircles it. Streets are twenty feet wide. 
Houses are distressingly mill-townish ,• since all are 
connected, and all are alike. Each has a garden behind it. 
Every street has certain halls, at a set distance from each 
other, -where dwell the magistrates, or philarchs. Each 
philarch rules thirty families— which, practically, makes 
him the leader of about four hundred people, since the family 
was limited to sixteen at the upper threshold, and ten at 
the lower.

In these halls everyone tokes his -rincipal meal. The 
sound of a trumpet at dinner and supper evokes a mammoth 
Oxford meal-gathering. The midday meal is not a matter of 
much import; but the description of supper and ife concommi- 
tant little embellishments— perfume, music, and so forth—  
reminds one of a very good club rather than a common mess- 
hall.

The basis of the Utopian political state is the family. 
Every year thirty families choose a magistrate— or Philarch, 
and ever every ten Philarchs is an Archphilarch. The Philarchs, 
three hundred in number, choose a king from four candidates 
named by the people of the four divisions into which the city 
rs divided. Philarchs hold office for but a single year.
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They are, however, frequently reelected. And no legislation 
can be put through before it has gone to the Philarchs, and, 
through them, to the individual families. Great questions 
are referred to a council of all Utopia.

JIuch of the business of the government relates to the 
economic life of the people. But there are certain other 
matters over them— regulation of travel, treatment of crime, 
and war. (These three items constitute a tremendous blot 
on More's ideal commonwealth. The Utopian treatment of 
crime and war is little if finy^superior to that of Ungland, 
against which Eythloday railed so bitterly.)

Any man may travel in Utopia— if there is no need for him 
at hone. But he must carry a passport from the Prince. If 
he remains in any place longer than a night he must follow , 
his proper occupation; and if anyone goes out of the city 
without leave, or wanders about without a passport, he is 
punished as a fugitive. A second offense results in 
condemnation to slavery.

Filthy, menial tasks produce unhappiness, thinks More.
So he creates a class of slaves to perform these tasks.

More never considered that the real objection:' to 
slavery is that it corrupts the master.

War is a relatively simple matter: assassinate the
leader of your opponent, or buy him off. At any rate under
mine bis morale. And, of course, make sure that your less 
desirable men are the cannon fodder, if such be needed.

In other words, war is a means of weeding out less
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desirable elements in the community.
David discovered the efficacy of this method v/hen he 

eliminated Uriah the Hittite.
The marriage system is, in a sense, quite advanced.

Bride and groom are introduced to each other in their naked
ness, before the ceremony— for if care is needed in choosing 
a horse, how much more is it necessary in selecting a wife? 
Grounds for divorce are adultery and incompatibility. But 
unchastity is severely punished, and adultery carries the 
penalty of slavery.

One splendid feature of Utopia is absolute religious 
toleration. But the zealot i$ frowned upon. Billy Sunday 
would be punished for breaking the peace if he were to give 
a typical revival meeting.

Utopian daily activity is charted ivnon certain basic 
values, of course. Here is clear and concise in his state
ment of these ideas.

"Virtue is living according to nature; they (the Utopians) 
believe that we are made by God for that end. A nan follows 
Mature when he pursues or avoids things according to the 
direction of reason. ... Reason directs us to keep our minds 
as free from passion ... as we can, and that we should con
sider ourselves bound by the ties of good-nature and 
humanity to use our utmost endeavours to help forward the 
happiness of all other persons; for there never was any 
man such a morose and severe pursuer of virtue, such an 
enemy to pleasure, that though he set hard rules for men to
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undergo much pain ... yet did not at the same time advise 
them to do all they could to relieve and ease the miserable, 
and who did not represent gentleness and good nature as 
amiable dispositions. ... A life of nleasure is either a 
real evil, and in that case we ought not to assist others in 
their pursuit of it, but, on the contrary, to heep them from 
it all we can ... ; or if it is a good thing, so that we 
not only may but ought to help other to it, why then ought 
not a man to begin with himself? For no man can be more 
bound to look after the good of another than after his own.

"Thus, as they define Virtue to be living according 
to Mature, so they imagine that Mature prompts all people 
to seek after pleasure, as the end of all they do. They 
also observe that in order to further our supporting the 
pleasures of life, Nature inclines us to enter into society; 
for there is non man so much raised above the rest of mankind 
as to be the only, favorite of Mature, who, on the contrary, 
seems to have placed on a level all those that belong to 
the same species. Upon this they infer that no man ought 
to seek his own conveniences so eagerly as to prejudice others; 
and therefore they think that all agreements between private 
persons ought to be kept.

"They think it is an evidence of true wisdom for a man 
to pursue his own advantages, as far as the laws allow it.
They account it piety to prefer public good to one’s private
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concerns ; /but they think it unjust for a nan to seek for 
pleasure by snatching another nan’s pleasures from him.

’’Thus upon inquiry into the whole matter they reckon 
that all our actions, and even all our virtues, terminate 
in pleasure, as our chief end and greatest happiness; and 
they call every motion or state, either of body or mind, in 
which ^ature teaches us to delight, a nleasure. They can- 
tiously limit pleasure to only those delights to which reason 
as well as sense carries us, and by which we neither iniure 
any other person nor lose the possession of greater pleasures, 
and such as draw no troubles after them." *

Thus the Utopians distinguish between "natural" pleasures 
and those which conceal a sting. Love of fine clothes comes 
in the latter class— as is the desire of those who possess 
fine clothes to receive the adulation of the "common herd". 
Hoarding, gaming, and hunting are all in this class.

True pleasures are of both mind and body. Those of 
£he mind lie in knowledge and contemplation of truth. Those 
of the body are of two sorts: such as are characterized by
eating and drinking, and such as arise from felief of sudden 
pain, or satisfaction of the sexual appetite. Another plea
sure is that derived from music. Still another is the bodily 
pleasure in vigorous good health— a very real pleasure since 
this î one makes a state of life easy and desirable.

The crowning pleasure of the .Utopian is the cultivation 
of the mind; and the leisure hours of the people, as well 
as the professional scholars, are spent in the lecture hall

*  Tieal- O .n .m .H w e .m ,,, U T .p ,.  pp. a ? -? /.  ~
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This is the goal of Utopia: to help every nan to help
himself. Trite as this nay sound, it carries hack of it 
a real weight and a vital idea. All our efforts to live 
the good life are nerverted by our efforts to gain a living. 
By striving for wealth and power, success and hanpir.ess, 
distinction and wisdom, all at once, we are bound to miss 
out on two or three counts, even if we succeed on the 
others.

In Utopia a man can be a man— because his chief aim 
is to grow to the fullest stature of his species.
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CHAPTER VI
ANDREAE'S CHRISTIANOPOLIS

Perhaps the most underrated of the Utopians is Johann 
Valentin Andreae, whose Christianonolis appeared about a 
hundred years after I-ore’s Utopia. He was a Lutheran who had 
spent considerable time in Calvin’s Geneva settlement. But 
it is the Humanist Andreae rather than the Lutheran Andreae 
who paints a picture of a truly Christian city, "'hi le he 
sticks to his Christianopolis he is deep, sound, rational.
His ideas are three hundred years ahead of his time.

In addition to its essential worth, the book Christiano
polis is outstanding as a bit of really good literature-—  
quite different from the dreary guide-book sketches which 
appear in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries.

Andreae knew his Europe. He had lived in many cities—  
Herrenberg, Koenigsbrunn, Tuebingen, Strassburg, Heidelberg, 
Frankfurt, Geneva, to name a few. He was entirely familiar 
with the world of his time— and he was tired of it. ^e 
desired something better. And so he wrote Christianopolis.

Quite simply he finds himself wrecked on the shore of 
an island dominated by the city of Christianopolis. After 
being examined as to his morals, his person, and his cultural 
background, he is admitted into the community.
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The island is a world in miniature. And as in the 
Republic, our city is situated in the same valley section.

Christianopolis is a nicely arranged city. It is a 
square, seven hundred feet on a side, fortified with four 
towers and a wall. It faces north, south, east, and west. 
There is one public street, a marketplace, and a circular 
temple in the center of thfe city. Buildings are of stone, 
three stories high. (No fire hazard here.) About four 
- hundred persons live in the city.

The workshop and the worker set the lines upon which 
the community is developed, just as the soldier and the 
farmer dominated the Republic and Utopia. It is a communism 
of the guild, as Mumford says.

Industrially speaking, there are three sections to 
Christianopolis. One is devoted to agriculture and animal 
husbandry, another to mills, me at-shops, bakeries, and simi
lar industries, while the third is given over to the "heavy* 
and the "fire" industries— metallurgical and glass-brick- 
earthenware industries.

Interestingly enough, this is a perfect prediction 
of the zoning system which operates now in the United States 
and Europe.

Moreover, workmen are not blind sheep following a leader. 
There is a conscious application of science to industrial 
progresses. lien are not driven to a work with which they 
are unfamiliar; they are trained scientific workmen.
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And the character of this "artisan democracy?" Andreae
answers the question, "To be wise and to work are not in-

*
compatible, if there is moderation."

Our workers, then, are educated men, since "they say 
that neither the substance of letters is such, nor yet the 
difficulty of work, that one nan, if given enough time, 
cannot master both.”**

Work is done in a prescribed way and brought to a 
central office, whence go raw materials as new products 
are needed.

Free play to inventive genius is given, so that the 
•people may be saved undue work.

And everyone does work. ITo one has money; all '~oney 
is in the public treasury. Advantage comes not from money 
but from power and genius. Working hours are relatively 
few— as was the case in Utopia— since all work.

For in Christianopolis the creative rather than the 
possessive impulses are uppermost, and work is the main . 
condition of existence.

Commerce is, of course, simple, since it is conducted 
for the good of the community rather than for personal gain. 
No one is "in business for himself"; all commerce is in the 
hands of ■government experts— a foreshadowing of Bellamy’s 
twenty-first century world.

The constitution of the Christianopolitan family is 
dictated by urban occupations. Such am arrangement has cer- * *

* Munford Page 86
* Ibid. Page 86
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tain advantages, of course, but it is to Andreae’s credit 
that he did not shrink from the disadvantages.

Marriage is first allowed when the lad is twenty-four 
and the girl eighteen. Christian rites and ceremony are 
retained, hut the rest of the marriage customs of Andreae’s 
tine--the drunken bacchanalia, the dowry, the anxiety about 
"face", the housing shortage, and, rerhaps above all, the 
money for the landlord--have gone by the board. Rouses 
are city-owned, and are assigned to individuals for their 
use. Virtue and beauty are the only qualities which govern 
marriage. House furnishings are provided with the house.
And the family consists of three, four, or at the most six 
people in all— a man, a woman, and children below school 
age.

Houses are made to get the maximum of light and air. 
Well-kept gardens in the rear furnish fresh vegetables. Such 
mechanical contrivances as the dumb waiter and the basement 
furnace are common. But there are no domestic servants.
There is really no need for them, since the ostentatious 
palaces of Burope, with their necessary retinue of servants, 
are conspicuously absent.*The same sort of small, comfortable 
apartment that houses one family houses all. But -'•11 are 
rich in the sense that "These persons are rich who have all 
of which they have need, who admit nothing else, merely 
because it is possible to have it in abundance."*

* Mumford Page 91
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The education problem is thoroughly described. Up to 
their sixth year children remain in the custody of their 
parents, after which they are given over to the care of the 
community; and both sexes continue in school through the 
stages of childhood, youth, and early maturity. Parents may 
visit their children as often as is desired.

Their education is borne by the state— a common charge 
to all citizens. Living conditions are of the best, of course, 
young men have their study period in the morning,, girls in the 
afternoon. Interestingly, we encounter women teachers for the 
first time. Domestic science, manual training, and science 
are all studied by such individuals as incline to them.

The school is, in a sense, a miniature republic. All 
students have a say in everything— an extremely accurate 
parallel of the modern "school court” system.

The calibre of the instruction in the school is strikingly 
high. The choice of all the citizens is found in the classroom.

The various departments of higher learning form an inter
esting comparison with Solomon’s House in Bacon’s Hew Atlantis. 
The halls of the central citadel of the city are divided into 
twelve departments, and except for the armory, the archives, the 
printing establishment, and the treasury, these halls are 
devoted to the arts and sciences.

Complete description of these departments would take too 
much space. But to mention a few briefly, there are a labora
tory of physical science, a school of medicine, a Drug 
Supply House, a Natural Science laboratory (a remarkably 
complete one— in effect a very modern and up-to-date Museum
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of Natural History), and a natfcenatics laboratory.
Andreae has deliberately anticirated,• not in Bacon’s vague, 

allegorical way, but clearly and definitely, the sort of 
institute that the Smithsonian is beginning to resemble.

Nor does Andreae neglect the fine arts. "Opposite 
the pharmacy is a very roomy shop for pictorial art, ah 
art in which the city takes the greatest delight. For the 
city, besides being decorated all over with pictures re
presenting the various phases of the earth, makes use of 
them especially in the instruction of youth and for rendering 
le arning more e asy

Andreae’s religious provisions contrast rather poorly 
with the rest of his set-up. The fine Italian hand of 
Calvin is everywhere evident; and compulsory chapel, the 
focal point of so much dissenting in sectarian universities, 
turns up in Christianopolis.

Andreae’s description of governmental nrocedvre shifts 
to an allegorical plane— and so suffers in connart'on with 
the realism of his treatment of the arts and sciences.

At the bottom of the state is a local industrial 
association, meeting in the common halls provided in the in
dustrial quarters. To represent the city at large as council- 
men, there is a group of twenty-four, while for an executive 
department is a triumvirate consisting of a minister, a 
judge, and a director of learning. Each does his separate *

* Mumford Page 96
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duty ; but all consult together on matters concerning the 
safety of the state. ;

There is a sharp note of ^lato' s Re-public in the book 
censorship: only such books as will advance culture, mor
ality, and religion may be published. Lawyers are ex
cluded, as in most utopias. But in the treatment of crime 
Christianopolis is singularly temperate and lenient, for 
"the judges of the city observe this custom especially, 
that they punish most, severely those misdeeds that are di
rected straight against God, less severely those which in
jure men, and lightest of all those which harm only proper
ty. As the Christian citizens are always chary of spilling 
blood, they do not willingly agree upon the death sentence 
as a form of punishment... . For anyone can destroy a 
man but only the best can reform."*

Andreae sums up his government: "Here religion, jus
tice , and learning have their abode, and theirs is the con
trol of the city... . I often wonder what people mean who 
separate and disjoint their best powers, the joining of 
which might render them blessed as far as may be on earth. 
There are those who would be considered religious, who 
throw off all things human; there are some who are pleased 
to rule, though without any religion at all; learning makes 
a great noise, flattering now this one, now that, yet

* Ilumford Page 97
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applauding itself most. What finally may the tongue do ex
cept provoke God, confuse men, and destroy it self? So 
there would seem to be a need of cooperation which only 
Christianity can give— Christianity which conciliates God 
with men and unites men together, so that they have pious 
thoughts, do good deeds, know the truth, and finally die 
happy to live eternally.” *

Perhaps this smacks of supernatural religion a bit 
heavily; but translate it into terms which neutralize the 
theological import. To have a sense of values, to know the 
world in which they are set, and to distribute them— that is 
the modern equivalent of Andreae* s conception of religion, 
learning, and justice.

The Humanist Andrae has made a real contribution to the 
field of utopias.

* Mumford Page 98

/
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CKAPTSR VII
BACOIV S NEW ATLANTIS

As Christianonolis is one of the most underrated of 
utopian schemes, so is the New Atlantis of Sir Francis Bacon 
one of the most overrated.

To begin, it is only a fragment— and not very good as
fragments go. In fact, were it not for Bacon’s tremendous
reputation, it would drop from this survey. ,

«Bacon is positively foppish about details of dress, and 
his regard for form and ceremonial is more like. Second Isaiah 
than that of any other utopian.

By far the greater part of Bacon’s ideas are anticipated 
— and more amply expressed— by Andreae. The solid core of 
Bacon--after deleting the rrayers and exhortations, the 
jewels and ceremonial regalia, is Solomon's Nouse.

Once again the shipwreck on the island is used as an 
introduction. The ship’s company lands, to find the island 
of Bensalen a most remarkable place. Unknown to the world, 
it yet knows all about the world. Entangling foreign alliances 
are being avoided long before Washington is to warn against 
them.
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The greatest of the wonders of Bensalem is a college of 
scientific investigators, and their remarkable equinment, all 
of which goes under the general name of Solomon’s Fou.se.

The travellers are shown the wonders of Solomon’6 Fouse 
in short order. Bacon, the writer, describes then, and the 
purposes of the institution. "The end of this foundation is 
the knowledge of the causes and secret notions of things; 
and the enlarging of the bounds of human empire, to the effect 
ing of all things possible." *

The material resources of this foundation are manifold.
It has laboratories dug into hillsides, observatories on 
mile-high towers, great fresh- and salt-water lakes that 
anticipate our marine observatories, and vast engines and 
machines of all sorts. Besides these there are pharmaceutical 
laboratories, industrial laboratories, and all sorts of 
experimental stations— all presented by Bacon without much 
regard for the essential science to which each is related.

The make-up of Salomon’s house is simnle. Twelve 
fellows of the college travel into foreign lands to bring 
back books and reports. Three make a digest exneriments. 
Three collect the experiments of all the mechanical arts.
Three devote themselves to classifications. Three seek 
applications of the experiments of their fellows. Three 
seek new channels of investigation. And three boil down

* Ideal Commonwealths, Hew Atlantis, Page 129
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all results into general axioms and observations, while 
three make new experiments.

This thirty-three man staff constitutes a rather efficient 
research crew. But in presenting all his material, Bacon gives 
the incoherent sort of pictures that one might expect from 
a child’s description of a circus— or, better, a museum.

But beneath all this lies the fact that Bacon had a 
grasp on the fundamentals of scientific research, and of the 
part science .might play in the future. Tiany of today’s great 
scientific institutes and foundations hark back to New Atlantis.

The family is again the unit of society. It is not a tem
porary arrangement, which breaks down from lack of unity and 
cohesion. One son always lives With the parents, to hold the 
family together.

Large families are emphasized. Evidently Bacon had no 
premonition of malthus’s theory of population, or the doctrine 
of diminishing returns.

Unlike the other secular utopias, there are no common 
tables— except for boarding school pupils. The daily meal 
around the family hoard strengthens the family tie.

Bacon launches a bitter satire on the marriage customs 
of his age. ”A remedy for unlawful concupiscence”, he terms 
it.* •

* Ibid. Page 125
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Marriage in Bensalem is the faithful nuptial union of 
one nan and one woman, chaste and clean. The purpose of marriage 
is to supply a strong, intelligent offspring to the state.

But I'ore1 s practice of examination of rartners is dis
tasteful to Bacon. Instead, one’s friend examines one’s 
future partner.

It is a rude hut a positive groping for eugenic ideal 
that breaks out in More and Bacon.

But Bacon did not get to the root of the .utopia question.
He seems to have foreseen the coming power of man. His is the 
first real ’’utopia of means”— the place where all that materially 
contributes to the good life has been completed. But he cannot 
answer the riddle; what are men to do with their knowledge and 
power 2
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CHAPTER VIII
CAIIPAI'IEILA1 S CITY OF THE SUN

"A Genoese sea-cantain'’ is the guest c** a Grand !'aster 
of the I mights Hosnitaller. This sea-cantain tells bin of 
a great country under the equator, dcninated hy the City of the 
Sun. The outward armearance of this country is a little 
strange— the city with its seven rings named after the seven 
planets, and its four gates that lead to the four quarters of 
the earth, and the hill that is topped by a grand temple, and 
the walls covered with laws and alphabets and paintings of 
natural phenomena, and the rulers— Power, Y/isdom, and Love—  
with thd learned doctors, Astiologus, Cosmographus, Arithmeticus, 
and their like: it is an apparition such as never yet was seen 
on land or sea. Small wonder, for this City of the Sun 
existed only in the exotic brain of a Calabrian monk,
Tommaso Canpanella, whose utopia existed in manuscript 
before Andreae wrote his Christianopolis.” *

Thus does Mumford sun up the work which sane have 
hailed as the first great foreshadowing of our modern world.

It may be briefly discussed, however, for it is little 
more than a pot-pourri of ^lato and T'ore. As in the Republic,

* Mumford, Page 103
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there is complete community of property, community of wives, 
and equality of the sexes. As in Utopia, age is reverenced. 
Foreshadowing Christianonolis, science is imparted by demon
stration. Little else remains;
o But it is impossible to neglect the clear anticipation of 
mechanical improvements which began to multiply so rapidly in 
the next century, ^abor is dignified, and slavery is done 
away with. Everyone works, and a four-hour working day is • 
in vogue. ’’They are rich because they possess nothing; 
and consequently they are not slaves to circumstances, but 
circumstances serve them.’’ *

One more point stands out: the keen observation which
is evident in the explanation of the relation of private 
property and the private household to the commonwealth.

”Thpy say that all private property is acquired and 
improved for the reason that each one of us by himself has 
his own home and wife and children. From this self-love springs. 
For when we raise a son to riches and dignities, and leave 
an heir to much wealth, we become either ready to grasp at the 
property of the state, if in any case fear should be removed 
from the power which belongs to riches and rank; or avari
cious, carfty, and hypocritical, if any is of slender purse, 
little strength, and mean ancestry. But when we have taken away 
self-love, there remains only love for the state.” **

* Ideal Gonmonwealths, City of the Sun. Page 158
** Ibid, Page 148
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There is an abundance of the "tile-bath and sunlit kit
chen" school of utopia in Cannanella. In his ideals of health 
and sanitation he is far above his age. Proper exercise is 
the rule, for women as for men.

And so it goes. The same material is found in Plato 
and More. Once again we find the absolute ruler— Koh—  
elected by the people. Religion is a semi-Christianity, 
apparently dominated by astrology. Laws are few and simple. 
Breeding is a state natter, and not connected with passion 
in. any way.

True, most of Campanella*s utopianism is reflected glory. 
He is important in that he was the first to offer a com
prehensive scheme of social reform in Italy since Savonarola, 
a century earlier. That he had his effect is evidenced by 
the fact that among all the Italian states oppressed by 
Spanish rulers, Calabria alone rose in revolt and demanded - 
a social and nolitical reorganization.
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CHAPTER IX
HARRINGTON’S OCEANA

■ In taking up Harrington’s Oceana, England again becomes 
the background,,and this time it is England in revolt. ; 
Charles I, whose high-handed methods and despotic measures 
had made his rule a travesty on England’s political insti
tutions , had just been executed. Cromwell— and his pro
tectorate— was then in power. Nominally a republic, his 
rule was a dictatorship under a military usurper. Therefore, 
unlike conditions producing other early modern utopias, the 
national chafing was political, rather than economic or social 
It was a tine when questions relating to political constitu
tions, balance of power, and liberties were in the air, and 
James Harrington stepped forward with a solution, for the 
presentation of which he used the utopian form as a medium of 
expression..

Oceana stands alone in the field of utopian literature.
• Although in the form of an ideal state, it is a work of a 
type different from the others so far discussed. Its purpose 
is not to express a social philosopher’s theories, nor to 
satirize its time; it was written to solve the needs of a 
country at a critical time. The reason.for its form is simple 
the author wished to insure its publication.

The book was written during the days of Cromwell. Its
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scene is England, which appears as Oceana. The hero of the 
story is Cromwell, who, under the pseudonym of Qlphaus 
lie gale tor, is depicted as being troubled in a dream by the 
vision of what one man, Lycurgus, had done for Sparta. Fired 
by this example, he calls together a number of political 
scientists, and together they produce a new constitution. 
Olphaus is given a post not unlike that of protector.

The new order is instituted. Olphaus waits until the 
wheels are running smoothly, and then retires, leaving Oceana 
the most prosperous republic in the world.

Such is a skeleton outline of Oceana. It is a definite 
proposal for solving England's difficulties rather than a 
true utopia; and its author hoped that Cromwell might consider 
it seriously.

Harrington’s utopianism is political rather than philo
sophical. It centers about the idea of the sovereignty of the 
people. Harrington recognizes the ability of the people to 
work out their political salvation. He has faith in demo
cratic principles and the commonwealth. The essence of his 
utopianism is a perfected political government, under which 
the people will become perfect.

Heavy emphasis is laid upon written laws; and this 
supremacy of laws is fundamental. Men, says Harrington, are 
fickle, but black-and-white laws are permanent. But it is by 
not from laws, that liberty is obtained. •

Another utopiaiistic measure is his creation of a ’’balance
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of property.M It is the basic law of a commonwealth that the 
land is controlled by the people. Divided ownership means a 
democracy— and so Harrington puts the title of the land in the 
hands of the people. For the possession of land indicates the 
form of government, monarchy if by one man, aristocracy if by 
a few, and democracy if by many. The feudal system, the 
reforms of lycurgus and Solon, the work of the Gracchi 
all depended on this fact.

Harrington*s contribution lies in his having been the 
first to recognize it as a fact proved time and again, and 
to state it as a theory.

In his epitome of the commonwealth at the end he main
tains that the balance should be so struck that "the Power 
can never swerve out of the hands of the ManyM.*

Harrington advocates four contrivances to keep the 
government pure and healthy; the secret ballot, indirect 
election, rotation of offices, and a two-chamber legisla
tive system in which the functions of voting and debating 
are kept separate. These were contrivances for a democracy 
— but for a democracy with checks and balances. These had 
been used in individual towns, but never for a nation.

The secret ballot is directed against disorder and 
bribery. Such also is the aim of indirect election. Approxi
mately one-fifth of the voting strength of each tribe is

* Ideal Commonwealths, Oceana, Page 314
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chosen as an electoral college, and the parliamentary 
representatives are picked by this group.

Rotation of offices and bicameral government are 
aimed against the temptations to which elected persons 
are exposed. Rotation prevents the oppression attendant 
on long tenure of power— yet secures continuity in 
office.

The bicameral parliament keeps separate the functions 
of law-making, debate, and voting. The senate consists 
of three hundred members, more or less wealthy, and rep
resenting the aristocracy of intellectual and moral 
wealth. (Harrington believed in the existence of a 
natural aristocracy of this type.) Their decrees be
came laws when approved by the Prerogative Tribe, made up 
of one thousand and fifty members representing the people.

Clearly, Harrington is predicting the House of 
Commons domination of Parliament which England sees today, 
although even he did not predict that legislation would be 
initiated by the lower house.

Harrington treats the religious question rather gin
gerly. He allows, a limited toleration around an estab
lished church: thus does he salve the private con
science. But he keeps out Catholics and Jews. In other 
words, he allows any form of Protestantism— little more.
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However, in contrast to the bitter and intolerant 
legislation of the Stuarts, which condemned even Protes
tant non-conformists, Harrington is extremely liberal.

The last feature of Harrington’s utopia is his ed
ucational system. He advocates general education to en
sure a continuous maintenance of his form of government 
and the preservation of society in general.

Education of a man’s children should not be trusted 
wholly to himself. Harrington proposes the institution 
of compulsory free schools under government inspection. 
Families with more than one son are to be compelled to 
send their sons, the education being free to those unable 
to pay. Only sons, however, may be educated at the par
ents’ discretion. School education continues to the age 
of fifteen, after which the child is apprenticed to some 
trade, or sent to the university or law school. Aimless 
study beyond the age.of eighteen is forbidden; the student 
is required to leave school at that time unless he is 
fitting himself for some profession.

Harrington even proposes a ’’Tuesday lecture series”
— or series of extension courses— to instruct the general 
populace.

The basic weakness in Harrington’s utopia is the com
plete neglect of women. He makes no provision for their 
education. And in this respect he falls behind other
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ear ly modern Utopians.

Oceana is the most practical utopia thus far dis
cussed. It gave a tremendous stimulus to the growth of 
national forms of democracy which previously had been 
slowly evolving. His ideas are clearly traceable in 
the American republic of a century later.
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CHAPTER X

SmniAHY OP E/sSLY :H0IHR1T UT0PIA1I3

Because the style of utopia-writing shows such a dis
tinct change after 1700, it may be well to summarize the 
utopias.after Plato and up to— to select an arbitrary 
stopring point— I Corelly.

These "early modern Utopians", as Hertzler terms 
them, were children of the Renaissance. All were im
bued with a love of knowledge, and a deep admiration for 
the newly discovered truths of science. Truly, to them, 
knowledge was power, and a common attainment of knowledge 
meant the greatest possible participation of all members 
of society in its joys and benefits. This was primarily 
expressed in Bacon; but none of the others neglected the 
point.

Hence one of their outstanding utopianistic measures 
was education, which was stressed without exception by 
them.

All, too, recognized the need for a unified state 
— although means to the end and objects in mind differed 
widely. All felt the significance of social solidarity. 
More, Bacon, and Campanella maintained this solidarity



by making the state supreme at the cost of the individual; 
Harrington went to the other extreme in making the freedom 
of the individual the first condition of a stable and 
happy state.

Neither did they all agree on the property question. 
All but one of them advocated absolute abandonment of 
private property— especially in land. In it they saw only 
a disturbing element, and a source of discord. Harring
ton, the lone exception, favored.a careful preservation 
of private property— especially land. He considered it 
absolutely essential to the permanence of society and the 
protection of the individual.

Llore and Campanella sought an abolition of class dis
tinctions, and an approximate social equality; Harrington, 
more practical by far, saw that classes could not be so 
readily abolished, and therefore attempted to establish a 
means of keeping an equilibrium between them.

Only Harrington failed to express ideas which might 
be considered eugenic. The need for "physically strong 
and mentally awake" parents for the perfect race was 
recognized. So, too, was the need for sanitary and 
wholesome environmental conditions.

Without exception they recognized the need for a sin
gle powerful leader at the head of the government. The 
democracy as well as the limited monarchy has need of a 
single hand, vested with political power, selected by 
the people, and checked by a body representing popular
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opinion.
Finally, all realized the attention that must he 

paid industrial, and economic conditions. Regulated in
dustry served as an instrument of social reconstruction, 
just as unsupervised industry meant anti-social conditions.

Here is the break. From this point on all the 
attention centers on industrial and economic regulation.
The ideals and aims of utopias are taken for granted; means 
alone are discussed.



CHAPTER XI
CHARLES FRATTCOIS MARTI FOURIER

I have omitted— perhaps arbitrarily— literally 
dozens of utopias up to this point. Eliot’s Monarchy of 
Man, Barclay’s Argenis, Godwin’s The Man in the Moon,
Hobbes’ Leviathan, Sadler’s Olbia, and Filmer’s 
Patriarchs, to mention but a few, are all worthy to 
take their place with Oceana. City of the Sun, and 
Christianouolis. But the important elements of these 
are included in the utopias selected.

The next group of utopias were those written after 
the first effects of the industrial revolution were 
felt. These may, for want of a better name, be termed 
"industrial utopias”. All magnify the importance of the 
new industrialism to the n-th degree, and so become 
one-sided. They are concerned not with values but with 
means. Little of human significance remains when the 
problems of mechanical and political organization have 
been disposed of.

And so it is impossible to select the ”best”--since 
nearly all are equally one-sided. I have merely "put in 
my thumb, and pulled out" —  Charles Francois Marie Fourier.
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He was a prolific writer. He was also incoherent.
His utopia is not in one work, but in the gleanings of 
several.

Fourier was a travelling salesman, and so saw much of 
the country. Time and again he changed his line of goods 
to increase the area of territory covered, and to learn 
more about society. And so his writings contain a wealth 
of concrete detail.

Fourier is not concerned with modifying human nature, 
but with finding out what it actually is. Eis utopia is 
based on an understanding of man’s actual physical and 
mental make-up, and its institutions will permit man’s 
nature to function freely.

His community is drawn together by mutual attrac
tion; it is set in operation by the "passions”, which 
correspond roughly to a modern psychologist’s list of 
instincts. The master passion, "uniteism", is the instinct 
to club together. A good community, according to Fourier, 
is one which will bring all these passions into play, in 
their complex actions and interactions.

"The ideal behind Fourier’6 utopia is harmony; for 
mankind has a three fold destiny; namely: an industrial 
destiny, to harmonize the material world; a social. destin3r, 
to harmonize the passional or moral world; and an 
intellectual destiny, to discover the laws of universal
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order and harmony.n*
The fault of modern society is the fact that it 

is incomplete, and so creates "social dissonance”► To 
overcome this, says Fourier, men must unite in harmo
nious associations giving free play to all theif activi
ties, and so avoid waste of the individual’s attempt to 
do for himself all the things done by the complete 
community. • .

How is this community to be achieved? First,
Fourier goes back to Plato’s valley section. His uto
pia starts with a nucleus of fifteen yor sixteen hundred 
persons. Since it will be the only ideal community, it 
will lack the support of other neighboring communities, 
and so will have certain ”gaus in attraction” and fnassio- 
nal calms”. To overcome this, Fourier locates his 
’’experimental phalanx”, as he terms it, in a ’’diversified 
region, like the surroundings of Lausanne, or at the 
very least, a fine valley, provided with a stream of 
water and a forest, like the valley of Brussel or of 
Halle f.**

This domain, ”a square league in area” (about ten 
square miles), is laid out in fields, orchards, and vine
yards, and supplies the needs of the colony. The main 
occupation is agriculture, but all the arts are practiced

*Munford Page 119
**rbid. Page 120
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within the "phalanstery”, since otherwise the asso
ciation would be incomplete.

The association is concretely embodied in a vast 
building in the center of the community. In this edi
fice are three wings., corresponding to the "Material, 
Social, and Intellectual" destinies of man. In one 
wing are workshops and "halls of industry". In another 
are libraries, museums, and science laboratories. In 
the center, devoted to social life, are banquet halls 
and reception halls. At one end of this veritable 
palace is a "Temple of the Material Harmonies", devoted 
to music, poetry, dancing, painting, and singing; at the 
other is the great Temple of Unity!sm, to celebrate 
fittingly man’s unity with the universe. Atop the 
building is an observatory and a signal tower, for communi
cation with other phalanxes.

There is a sort of balance between private self- 
seeking and maintenance of the public good in this 
community. Thus, every member of the phalanx is guaranteed 
a minimum of food, clothing, lodging, and even amuse
ments— without respect to work; yet private property is 
sanctioned, and each member extracts from the common 
store a dividend in proportion to the amount of stock 
he holds in the. association. Similarly, common meals 
are served-— but it is possible to dine in solitude.

To produce goods economically, Fourier introduces
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large scale production wherever possible, and division 
of labor is hence inevitable. But he takes account of 
the resulting monotony, and suggests a rotation of occu
pations from time to time.

In commercial exchange the phalanx acts as a unit, 
somewhat in the manner of. the Cooperative Wholesale 
Society of today.

By abolishing the individual household Fourier 
gives freedom to women. And in strict conformity to his 
doctrine of the sovereignty of the passions, he develops 
a thorough-going system of free love. The phalanx is the 
family on one hand, and the state on the other. The 
marriage bond is entirely at will: the woman may choose
permanent marriage or promiscuous intercourse.

And, of course, there are necessarily concomitant 
common nurseries, common schools, informal education, 
and a number of other things which follow from this 
emancipation of women.

One of the great functions of the phalanx is the 
assemblage of productive armies. Fourier pictures an 
industrial army which, Minstead of devastating thirty 
provinces in a camnaign,... will have spanned thirty 
rivers with bridges, rewcoded thirty barren mountains, 
dug thirty trenches for irrigation, and drained thirty
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marshes.*.*
Clearly, Fourier has planted the seed which grew 

into our Civilian Conservation Corps.

To grasp Fourier whole, one must first assemble 
him as one would a jig-saw puzzle'. But once this has 
been done, one is seized by the fact that Fourier has 
actually faced the variety and inequality of human nature. 
He has accepted the fact that man is a. creature of passions 
in fact, he feels that misery and discord come from the 
thwarting and repression of these passions. Mature, says 
Fourier, intended them all to be gratified.

Man is not idealized. Instead of erecting a stan
dard for men to live up to, and rejecting mankind as un
fit for utopia because the standard was too high, the 
standard is based on man*s upper threshold of achieve
ment. Fourier meets man’s nature half-way; as Mumford 
puts it: "He endeavors to project a society which will
give regular channels to all its (human nature’s) divergent 
impulses, and prevent them from spilling unsocially all 
over the landscape. In his statement of this aim there 
are plenty of weaknesses and absurdities; ... but when 
one has grappled with Fourier’s thought one discovers that

* Mumford Page 122



that there is something to take."*

Many were the followers of Fourier’s doctrines.
All those individuals who wished to give free vent to 
their emotions subscribed heartily, and some attempts 
were made to set up phalansteries in America and France, 
without paying any attention to the conditions that 
Fourier would have rigorously imposed.

Ridiculous in places, pathetic often, Fourier still 
remains the first man who had a plan for "colonizing the 
wilderness of industrial barbarism" that existed at the 
beginning of the Nineteenth Century.

* Ibid. Page 133
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CHAPTER XII
THE NON-UTOPIAN UTOPIAN

Every critic of utopias whom I have discovered has 
made some mention of Robert Owen. And so I include him 
here.

But I feel that he was less a utopian than a social 
reformer who dealt with hard, cold reality.

Owen was the boy who made good. "From factory 
apprentice to mill owner" might be Horatio Alger’s story 
of his life; and it would sum up about a fourth of 1$.
He won fortune in the commercial maelstrom of his time 
and fame as a captain of industry, in a day when captains 
of industry were hard men. He won a name for himself as 
a material success.

He also won a name for himself by his technical im
provements and his model dwellings for his workmen at his 
New Lanark Hills. Here, too, his ideas on education took 
shape.

He became well-known through all these improvements. 
Pilgrimages to his plant were made frequently by distin
guished men— even royalty— and with a unanimity that is 
a rare tribute to Owen’s skill and sincerity all praised 
it highly.

Owen was also instrumental in bringing about early
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labor legislation (the Factory Acts, 1819) in England; 
and he was a pioneer in trade unionism.

Here is the record of a hard-headed business man 
turned social reformer. But he also had his utopia. 
Somewhat like Harrington’s Oceana, his plan was evoked 
by a crisis calling for a practical solution. After 
the battle of Waterloo, industry in Europe simply went 
to pieces. Owen, seeking for a remedy, bobbed up with 
his scheme of Mvillages of unity and cooperation", in 
which the unemployed were to be collected together into 
self-supporting communities, cooperating for their mutual 
benefit. His idea grew on him to the extent that he gave 
up his New Lanark settlement to preach his utopian doc
trine. He saw a world'of villages free of the capitalist, 
and rid of the private property which he believed was in
compatible with social well-being.

This communistic world was to be inaugurated by the 
Trade Unions, which were to turn themselves into produc
tive societies. Or nerhaps colonies of workers would be 
formed on the cooperative principle. Owen is a bit vague 
on the point.

These colonies, of five hundred to two thousand souls 
were then to furnish the favorable environment necessary 
to the good life.

A word may be inserted here as to Owen’s ideas on
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several points.
First, the object of human society is to increase the 

happiness of each individual to the greatest possible ex
tent that is consistent with the happiness of the whole 
society. "This desire for happiness was for Owen the aim 
and religion of society. The whole duty of man is to be 
happy himself, and to make his fellow beings happy."*

In the millennium to come "to produce happiness will 
be the only religion of man;the worship of God will con
sist in the practice of useful industry; in the acquisi
tion of knowledge; in uniformly speaking the language of 
Truth; and in the expression of the joyous feelings which 
a life in accordance with nature and truth is sure to 
produce."** '

Owen's social ideal, then, was in the form of a 
practical social religion, not of temples and forms but of 
daily practice of kindness to every being. Y/hen this was 
attained, utopia would be realized.

But would man be fit for this new world? The answer 
lay in his environment, according to Owen. He believed 
that "man’s character is formed for and not by him"; and 
so denied individual responsibility in any form.

Theodore Dreiser would have got along with Robert
Owen.

Owen felt that with the proper environmental conditions

* Hertzler, J.O. Page 215
** Ibid. Page 215
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people would generally be good and do good. And he felt 
that environment was directly under human control. The 
system, therefore, is to create a good environment, and 
thereby impress upon humanity proper standards of conduct.

Eis first measure of environmental reconstruction 
was education, universal and compulsory. This was to be
gin with the imparting of the principles of fraternity and 
industry to the plastic stages of infancy and childhood. 
"Thus shortly, directly, and certainly night mankind be 
taught the essence, and to attain the ultimate object of 
all former moral and religious instruction.

Compared with Fourier’s intricate dreams of utopia, 
Owen’s were coarse and crude. The members were to be en
gaged in agriculture as well as manufacturing; they were 
to be housed in great quadrangles in the midst of each colo
ny, containing common dormitories, kitchens, dining rooms, 
schools, libraries, and so on. Within the quadrangles-were 
to be planted trees and gardens; and outside were to be 
other gardens, stables, laundries, and factories. All 
were to work at suitable tasks according to their ability, 
except that children were to attend school for the early 
years of life, and start work gradually, as part-timers. 
These voluntary communities, tens of thousands of them, were 
to cover the civilized world, making the state superfluous.

* Hertzler, J.O. Page 218
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The poverty and misery, injustice and inequality of capi
talism would be no more.

Such is the utopianism of Robert Owen. He had an 
effect such as few other men have exerted. And "if the 
New Jerusalem which he saw found its embodiaanttin a 
rather ridiculous quadrangle, it must be. remembered that 
his vision was limited— as Owen himself would have re
minded us of any other case than his own— by his nature, 
his personal experience, his environment, the whole cir
cumstance of the time."*

* Ibid Page 220
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CHAPTER XIII .
CABET*5 VOYAGE TO ICARIA

Etienne Cabet was born in an era of unleashed 
power, of forces out of hand. His most impressionable 
years were "drenched with the flamboyant light of the 
Napoleonic conquests and the Napoleonic tradition which 
remained as an afterglow when the conquests themselves 
had fallen below the horizon."*Fis eyes closed unon the 
Empire of Nanoleon III. .

He could not have helped feeling the power of dic
tatorship. He wrote in the Napoleonic tradition; and 
in Icaria he consummated it. His Icaria was a splendid 
national state; and it was one of fate’s ironies that 
led him, under Owen’s inspiration, to the swamps of 
Missouri in an attempt to realize his dream. The squalid 
collection of huts in the middle of a prairie was a 
far cry from his proposed Icaria; and he died in America, 
a broken man. But his utopia lives on.

Cabet wrote his utopia in a sort of novel-form, as 
did Bellamy at a later date. But the English lord and

*^umf ord Page 151
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the love affairs add nothing to the utopian content, 
and so are neglected here.

Icaria is a checkerboard country. That is, it is 
divided into a hundred provinces of equal area, and 
nearly equal population. Each of these is subdivided 
into ten equal communes, with communal cities at their 
centers. It is a very pretty decimal system of poli
tical geography— but it neglects the regional group
ings corresponding to natural units of soil, climate, 
and racial continuity, and so is due for trouble at the 
very start.

In the midst of Icaria lies Icara, the capital city. 
It is nearly circular, divided by a river whose banks 
have been straightened and enclosed in straight walls; 
and the bed is deep enough to receive ocean traffic.
The river divides within the city to form a circular 
island— the civic center, with gardens, trees■, and 
statues. Huge quays, bordered by public offices, front 
the river. Clearly this is a metropolis.

Icara has sixty equal communes. Each has its 
school, temple, shops, markets, and monuments. Streets 
are wide and at right angles (in a circular city!) Each 
block has thirty houses and three public buildings, 
neatly balanced; and between the houses are gardens as 
was the case in More’s Utopia.

The villages are built on the same plan, with plenty
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of dust-collectors, glass-covered sidewalks, and covered 
bus-stations. Soap factories and rendering plants are 
on the outskirts of the village. Half the streets are 
for dog-carts alone.

This disjointed description has a purpose. It is an 
attempt to show the sophistocated, metropolitan life of 
Icarib. Everything is Marranged for". Even the weather 
has been attended to, one feels. But how?

In the beginning was a dictatorship, and the dicta
torship was led by Icar, and the dictatorship was Tear.
From him sprang all the bureaux and departments and commit
tees and flea-circuses of Icaria.

Eventually he died, but his dictatorship lingered 
on. And what a dictatorship it is I Examine the Icarian 
day.

Our subject rises early, so that he may eat in the 
restaurant at six. Bo do all the other Icarians. All 
eat the same breakfast— the same wheat-flakes and Quaker 
Crackels and Grape Nuts that some governmental expert has 
decided is best for the normal Icarian. One is reminded 
unpleasantly of the preparatory school cafeteria, with 
this difference: that one may break the routine in the
modern cafeteria: the Icarian might not.

Our Icarian then goes to work, seven hours in summer, 
six in winter, just as every other Icarian works. He is 

-employed by the State, which owns all instruments of pro
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duct ion and distribution, which organizes the workers, 
which lodges, clothes, feeds them, which rules their 
lives for theml Theoretically the public is the proprie
tor of all this industry; but practically it follows that 
a dictatorship of engineers runs Icaria.

When he finishes work, our Icarian changes his 
clothes. He has been told what to wear and when to wear 
it. Practically, he is in uniform all the time. State 
regulations control his every move.

His religion, of course, is state-controlled-. The 
uniformity that we complain of in modern life is extended 
to the last degree in Icaria. It is a "nation in overalls".

To carry on with our typical Icarian: he was born .
of parents who were married as soon as the law allowed.
His father was twenty, his mother eighteen. Fidelity to 
marriage vows is the thing, and adultery is restrained 
more by public opinion than by law.

His education was given In the home until his sixth 
year; and from that point until his eighteenth year, 
intellectual and moral e due at ion-"-as laid down by a 
committee— -was imparted. His professional education be
gan at eighteen, (seventeen for girls).

Only those professions sanctioned by the state are 
open, and yearly lists as to needed workers are published.
A committee on industry determines the number of workers 
and the amount of goods to be produced per year. Surplus 
is given to other communes.
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At sixty-five the men are exempted from work; the 
women at fifty.

The political activities that regulate these insti
tutions are not reassuring. Yes, there is "popular rep
resentation". Each of the thousand communes elects two 
members, constituting the national or communal assembly. 
But the national executive— a sixteen-membered board— is 
the real ruling power. This board determines the amount 
and variety of food; quantity and kind of manufactured 
products; methods, subjects, and aims of education. What 
is left?

Nor is there any means of organized criticism to 
speak of. Newspapers are published by the government, and 
present only news— not opinion.

There exists a tremendously powerful political sys
tem. But it is a dictatorship, not a democracy.

Cabet describes the niceties of Icaria in minute de
tail— the noiseless windows, the soap-and-hot water com
forts. But the outline of the national state, organized 
for war in time of peace, looms up ominously.

"Icaria" is scarcely utopia. It is too much like 
the actual order of things. It is not an ideal but an 
idealization, to steal Munford’s ever-neat phraseology.

But for some it would be the ideal community. To 
the congenital busybody a post on the national executive
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committee would be heaven on earth.
Cabet starts with the idea of absolute equality and 

brotherhood. By a straight-forward path he carries it to . 
its logical conclusion.

When I had finished reading this work, I had had quite 
enough of equality.
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CHAPTER XIV
BUCKINGHAM'S VICTORIA

One of the neglected utopias of the nineteenth cent
ury is that of James Buckingham.

As former utopias had expressed the ideals of the soldier, 
the monk, the farmer, and the artisan, so does Buckingham's 
community represent the ideal of the bourgeoisie. It is an 
ideal aspect of the modern mill-town— little more.

Buckingham gives a picture of conterroorary life of his 
day which is at the same time a criticism. He describes 
the many associations of his day— for the building of homes 
for the laboring classes, for providing baths for bathless 
families, for the Redemption of Repentant Magdelens, for 
providing homes for Destitute Seamen. In fact, we are re
minded of Dickens’s Mudfog Association, "for the advancement 
of everything."

But such measures are mere palliatives. The disease 
can only be cured by the erection of a "Model Society," with 
"model farms, model pastures, model mines, model manufactures, 
model town, model schools, model workshops, model«kitchens, 
model libraries, and places of recreation, enjoyment, and 
instruction; all of which could be united in one new Association.

The proposal was sound enough. A new start was definitely

* Buckingham, James Page 21
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the part of wisdom. True enough, his proposal lacked Fourier’s 
brilliance, and took contemnorary values for granted. What 
he sought to do was to realize these values comnletely.

There is to be formed a model town association, for the 
purpose of building a new town, Victoria. The town is to 
contain every improvement in "position, plan, drainage, ven
tilation, architecture, supply of water, light, and every 
other convenience." * Its size is to be about a mile square, 
and the number of inhabitants is not to exceed ten thousand.
A suitable variety of manufactures and handi-craft trades is 
to be established near the edge of town (zoning again!), 
and the town itself is to be surrounded by ten thousand 
acres of farm land. All lands, houses, and factories are to 
be the property of the Association, and not of the individual; 
and this property is to be held for the benefit of all— in 
proportion as their shares entitle them. Membership is to 
be restricted to bona fide shareholders of a twenty round 
minimum; and each member must swear to obey a series of 
drastic blue laws which, while permitting religions freedom 
and preventing child labor, do away with liquor, drugs, and 
tobacco.

There are to be common laundries, kitchens,and nurseries; 
and medical advice is to be free. Education is a community 
project. Justice is to be administered by competent arbi

* Ibid. Page 47
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trators under a vnritten code of laws, without the expense, 
delay and uncertainty of ordinary legal proceedings.

Everything is worked out in detail, with working dia
grams. Each working-man is to occupy at least one entire 
and separate room; each married couple is to have two rooms, 
and families with children will have at least three rooms.

And so it goes, point by point. The tout ensemble is 
a bald sketch. Buckingham's society is not based on any 
criticism of human institutions. What is interesting in 
his utopia is the definite plans and specifications, draw
ings and outlines. This is probably the first attempt 
to put a problem in social engineering on a basis from which 
an architect could work.

"Buckingham thought that, given a successful modern 
town, the rest of England might in tiAe be colonized by the 
surplus population, and thus the old centers of black industry 
would be wiped out. Uor was he altogether deceived. His 
utopia was a limited one, but out of his limitation came 
success... . As a direct result of these plans a flourishing 
garden city called Letchworth has come into existence; which 
in turn has propagated another garden city, Wellwyn; and at 
the same time has, by example, paved the way for numerous 
other garden cities and garden suburbs in various parts of 
Europe and in America." *

* Mumford Page 128
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CHAPTER %7 
BERTZEA’s freelahd

Theodor Hertzga was an Austrian economist. Part of his 
reputation rests upon his eminence as an economist proper; 
but he is more famous today as the author of Freeland; A 
Social Anticipation, and its later condensation, A Visit to 
Freeland.

These books caused a furore of agitation, the final re
sult of which was a definite attempt to colonize a section 
of Africa. That international jealousy doomed the plan to 
failure is unfortunate; but the failure was by no means an 
accurate criterion by which to judge the plan.

Freeland is a "mugwump” among utopias. It has been des
cribed as "an individualist utonia on a social foundation." * ** 
Hertzka attempts to counteract the deficiencies of the pres
ent economic and social order; and in Freeland are found 
rather original and advanced ideas on marketing, nreduction, 
banking, consumption, and public service, joined with a 
"unique form of communism based on self-interest."
He desires to realize a society in which the maximum amount 
of individual freedom and initiative may prevail. But this 
necessitates an abandonment of laissez-faire, which permits

* Mumford Page 138
** Kertzka Page 237
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accidental accumulations of wealth which deprive less for
tunate individuals of freedom. And so we see in Freeland 
another cooperative commonwealth in which the State acts 
as an interested party in production.and distribution of 
goods. It differs from socialism in name— little more.

The book omens realistically. The International Free 
Society has gathered colonists from all Europe, and the 
party leaves for Africa. Its trip into Kenya is described 
in detail. Finally the pioneers reach their destination, 
and set up their first colony, ’’Eden Thai” or Edendale, in 
our old location, the valley section— an amphitheatre shaped 
valley, rich in woods and metals, game animals and fish.
The various resources are soon brought under control, and 
Eden becomes a thriving community.

There is little or no material on the ’’arts of social 
life” or the ’’constitution of a good society” here. Instead 
there is presented an hypothetical method to control the 
industrial mechanism.

Freeland has five fundamental laws, which are:
1. ’’Every inhabitant of Freeland has an equal and inalienable 

. claim noon the whole of the land, and upon the means of
production accumulated by the community.

2. "Women, children, old men, and men incapable of work have
a right to a competent maintenance, fairly proportionate 
to the level of the average wealth of the community.

3. ”ITo one can be hindered from the active exercise of his
own free individual will, so long as he does not in
fringe upon the rights of others.
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4. "Public affairs are to be adninistered as shall be de
termined by all the adult (above 20 years of age) in
habitants of Freeland, without distinction of sex, who 
shall all possess equal active and passive right of 
vote and of election in all matters that affect the 
commonwealth.

5. "Both the legislative and executive authority shall be
divided into departments, and in such a manner that 
the whole of the electors shall choose special rep
resentatives for the principle public departments, 
who shall give their decisions apart and watch over 
the action of the administrative boards of the res
pective departments." *
Unlike most utopias, the main element of utonianism 

is self-interest. Eertzka feels that the attempts to sub
stitute public spirit for self-interest have nroved to be 
failures— notably Fourier’s dismal fiasco.

Therefore the object of Eertzka’s community is”to con
cern itself with the affairs of the individual as little as 
possible in the way of hindering and commanding, but as much 
as possible in the way of guiding and instructing." ** 

Instead.of abandoning private property Eertzka makes 
its ownership more widespread; for ownership is the best 
incitement to labor, he feels. Self-interest is given full 
play, and every man secures the full profits of his endeavor. 
For the setup is somewhat as follows:

Everyone is free to join any company. He may leave when 
he chooses as well. The management board decides on the emp
loyment of each member. The member-to-be has only to present 
himself for- this nurnose.

* Eertzka Page 137 ~
** Ibid. Page 106
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The sole condition on which a person or company is 
allowed to engage in business is that the public be kept 
informed of all transactions. Book-keeping is in the open.
In addition to this, a central Statistical Office keeps 
records of occupations and the amount of pay offered by each.

Every member is entitled to a "cut of the nrofits" 
proportional to the quantity of work he has done. (Work is 
calculated"in hours, with a two per-cent bonus for older men 
and a ten per-cent addition for night work.)

However, before any dividends are paid, a state tax is 
deducted and a further deduction is made towards repayment 
of capital. This capital was obtained from a Free Society 
in unlimited amounts on the sole condition that it be re
imbursed from the proceeds of production within a certain 
time.

Thus is it possible for every man to own his own busi
ness. Or, if he prefers a salary, he is paid in hour-equi
valents of mechanical work, and has complete freedom of con
tract. One might term it glorified piece-work.

But the schedule of pay is so arranged that every 
family receives at least a comfortable living wage. The 
insurance department of the bank takes care of emergencies.

A central storehouse keeps all commodities indefinitely, 
at no cost.

For the rest, each member has a vote and a voice in the
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general assembly which may rule for itself or through chosen 
officials. . A board of three managers conducts the business 
of the group and chooses the subordinate functionaries.

Mumford sums up the situation neatly:
"The collection and disposition of capital belongs to the 

community; and the total capital available for further pro
duction each year is based directly upon the productive cap
acities of the community, with the waste and leakage that 
arises in present-day society through...the futile expendi
tures of the leisured classes. That this collection of a 
capital tax upon income would be more difficult than the 
present corporation tax or private income tax, which is now 
dissipated to the extent of some 90 per-cent or so upon 
armies and navies, is seriously to be doubted. In addition 
to this, the process of onen book-keeping enables the Central 
Bank and the Central Warehouse to have an accurate know
ledge of potential production, and thus there exists an 
accurate basis of apportioning credit. At the same time 
the value of commodities comes by this means to have a direct 
relation to the costs of uroduction rather than to what the 
traffic will bear." *

Government is also unique. The governing body is a 
general committee of twelve men, each of whom is the chief of 
one of the twelve branches into which the administration of 
the state is divided. (The departments themselves give 
insight into the nature of the government: General Super
vision or Presidency, Education, Art and Science, Statistics, 
Roads, Postal Service, Warehouses, Central Bank, Sanitation, 
and Administration of Justice, Maintenance, Foreign Affairs, 
and Public Undertakings.)

These department heads are elected for ability in their 
line. Thus does an element of expertetia creep into the 
government.

Public expenditures are met by deductions from each
Mumford Page 144
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individual’s private account, made through the hank, in exact 
proportion to his net income.

Education is free and open to all. Up to the' age of 
sixteen hoys and girls receive the same training, although 
physical training is emphasized for hoys, music for girls. 
After sixteen girls receive further training at home, or in 
training schools where they hecone teachers or nurses. Boys 
receive compulsory military training from sixteen to twenty- 
two , and at the same time attend industrial training schools* 
Sciences, music, and art are everywhere cultivated. "Every
thing is done to make Freeland a land of highly educated and 
cultivated people.” *

The sexes are equal. But while all occupations are 
open to women, teaching and nursing are their appropriate 
and fitting callings.

Vices are frowned upon, not punished. Alcoholic drinks 
are restricted, however, lest deterioration set in. Casual 
criminals are treated as mentally diseased persons, and are 
dealt with hy the Board of Medical Men._

But the life that arises from all this perfection seems 
rather dry and colorless. The reports of the administrative

* Hertzka Page 104
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palace, the Central Bank, the University, the Public Lib
raries sound like a Chamber of Commerce report of Los Angeles, 
or perhaps Azusa. ("Everything from A to Z in U.s.A.") Free
land is progressive enough; the macadam streets, electric 
c'ars, and pneumatic street-cleaners were nebulous devices 
in 1890, v/hen Fertzka was -writing. But its nrogress is 
mechanical, just as ours is today. Edendale is just a modern" 
American city in most respects.

The differences are important ones, however. The slums 
are gone, and with them the slum class. Everyone belongs to 
the upper middle class, and enjoys the benefits of a high- 
grade clerk or foreman. Hertzka makes no criticism of the 
goods of his time; he demands more of them. He makes the 
middle class pervade society as did Buckingham before him; 
and soap and sanitation pervade the atmosphere.
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CF: AFTER XVI
BELLAIv!Y,S LOOKING BACKWARD

The excitement which Hertzka*s Freeland caused in 
Europe was, it seems, an international phenomenon; for 
a young New England newspaperman, Edward Bellamy, was at 
that time stirring the minds of thousands of people in 
America by his picture of the world of the year Two Thou
sand, A.D. Looking Backward, he titled his opus, for through 
out the initial work and its sequel, Equality, Bellamy com
pares the year Two Thousand.

Both of these works are avowed fiction, and both are 
amazingly accurate in their predictions of mechanical 
developments of the Twentieth Century. And therefore, in 
spite of the "thin-lipped style", as Kumford describes 
it, a great deal of pleasure may be derived from the 
recognition of familiar features which these books bring 
forth.

The plot upon which Bellamy hangs his economic doc
trines is painfully thin, but his familiar style makes 
it— well, almost plausiblei at least, while one is reading 
the book.

Julian West, a young man of wealth, suffers from in
somnia. He sleeps, therefore, in a subterranean vault;
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his sleep is induced by a hypnotist. His heme burns 
down while he sleeps and he remains-in his vault for 
one hundred and thirteen years before he is discovered 
and resuscitated.

Thus has Bellamy gained access to the Twenty-First 
Century. He now looks backward and makes comparisons.

Plato solved the labor problem by ignoring it. But 
Bellamy makes the solution of the labor problem— and the 
subsequent redistribution of wealth— the'key to every other 
utopian institution.

In 1887 the organization of labor and the aggregation 
of capital into vast trusts were two chief economic fac
tors. Bellamy, through Dr. Leete, Julian*s host, depicts 
the way organization and aggregation continued until, by 
a natural process of gear-shifting, the Great Trust was 
formed. That is, the people of the United States assumed 
the conduct of their own business, as they had assumed the 
conduct of their own government a century earlier. There 
was no great violence. The big corporations had made the 
people "big-corporation-minded”, and the merging of all 
the big corporations into one national cornoration 
occurred almost with out a tremor. With the assumption, 
by the nation, of the mills, railroads, farms, mines, and 
capital in general, labor difficulties ceased; for, by 
virtue of his citizenship, every citizen became an employee 
of the government, and was "distributed" according to the 
needs of industry. The nation became a single industrial
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service .

After a Twenty-first Century man’s schooling is over^ 
(and schooling includes a college education in every case), 
he serves a three-year term in an unclassified labor army, 
which performs all the rough work of the community. He 
then trains in national schools for his desired calling 
until his thirtieth year. Hours of work are raised or 
lowered according to the danger and difficulty of work 
— but all receive the same "pay", or credit at the Nat
ional Bank. Four thousand dollars a year is the blanket
remuneration of every person; but he gets this because
of his needs as a mah rather than as a worker. Everyone
works until he is forty-five, after which he may retire. 
But up to that time, only one class is exempt from labor: 
the writer's guild.

Bellamy, ironically enough, would have been free of 
the onus of compulsory labor in the Twenty-first Century.

Production and distribution are carefully watched. 
Prices are set by demand, rather than by the amount which 
the "trade will bear". Surplus of anything is nrevented" 
by creating for the demand. And popular demand can even 
produce a new article--by petition— while no old article 
goes out of stock as long as a demand exists. Prices are 
regulated only by unit cost.
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The President is, of course, the general of the indus
trial army. Ee— and every other officer— has worked up 
through the ranks from the grade of common laborer.
The suffrage is the privilege of the guild "alumni"— men 
over forty-five.

This question of alumni control is one of Bellamy’s 
bad features. Fovr much change is instituted by old men?
Very little. There is a pronounced flavor of conservatism 
in this government.

Yes, the old order has changed. Corruption, bribe
taking, and all the scandals connected with money-taking, 
all are gone— for money is no longer convertible cash, 
but credit at the national chain-store. But the defects 
are not alone in their passing. VZhere is the freedom of 
thought, speech, and action of former times? Where is 
initiative of action? What Bellamy portrays is truly, as 
Uunford says, a "nation in arms". The old rule of "live 
and let live" is completely obsolete. And some people 
might like to live their own lives, in all probability.

Looking Backyard, and Equality after it, devote much 
space to discussions of the industrial organization and its 
many ramifications. It is only rarely that a glimpse of 
the social life gets' through.

First of all one is impressed by the old-young pension
ers, men of forty-five and over, who are no longer compelled
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to work. They may .travel, of course; and their credit- 
cards are good anywhere. But it does not seem to.me that 
their work has done much to foster their intellectual or 
emotional maturity. The State has been the Great White 
Father too long; and these men, too old to work, when left 
to their own resources, have nothing to do, no way to 
occupy their time.

Yes, there are games. Thank heaven for them. The 
poor souls would go mad otherwise. But a life of golf 
and badminton is scarcely a full one. They live their 
country-club existence for some twenty, thirty, or forty 
years, eating the nation's bread and viewing its circuses. 
The character of this happy republic is, quite probably, 
predominantly infantile— -just as is the case in Huxley’s 
utopia. Brave New V/orld.

- Externalism is everywhere evident. Personal con
tacts are so completely removed from business that there 
must be socialities outside. The desire for social con
tacts is dammed up and demands release. As llumford ob
serves: "Bellamy does not show us ... what these com
pensatory institutions would be; but he has invented a 
high-powered engine of repression, and he does not fool us 
when he conceals the safety valve. Unless there is a safe 
ty valve his universal army, under a rigorous discipline 
for twenty-four years, is bound to blow up the works."* .

* Munford -age 169
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Everything else is in a similar state. Communal 
restaurants, with conscript waiters, furnish all meals 
— quite elaborately and mechanically. Mechanical mar
vels— the airplane, the radio, television, automobile, 
and the rest of our modern miracles— all are anticipated 
in a remarkably accurate and definite manner. But what is 
it all for? I am very much afraid that the people have not 
been raised, but averaged to a median level. Perhaps all 
are happy; but I still feel that labor is not the only 
problem in this world.

Bellamy’s is a remarkably complete utopia in many 
respects, and a horribly bare one in others. The sensitive 
soul of the artist would be crushed in it, and the individ
ualist would probably dash out his brains butting against 
the wall of inevitable uniformity.

But there is something to it all: the sincere feeling
of Bellamy. He wanted equal education, decent food and 
shelter for all, a share of life’s goods— and evils. He 
wanted freedom for women, freedom for the wage slave, free
dom 1

But there is a woeful gap between Bellamy’s conception 
of the good life and the structure he erects for it. And 
it is caused, I believe (along with Mumford, to be sure) by 
the over-emphasis on wholesale mechanical reconstruction. 
For, if Bellamy exaggerates the bad in modern life, he over
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estimates the good. His utopia looks, in many ways, very 
much like America of, perhaps, 1929. And was there more 
happiness in 1929 than in 18S7? I doubt it.
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CHAPTER XVII 
HUDSON’S A CRYSTAL AGE

I have no real right to include this in my list of 
utopias,. for I have no first-hand knowledge of the work.
But Ilumford, upon whom I have fallen back so often, has a 
neat summary of Hudson’s work, and so I include it, if only 
for the reason that his solution of the eternal pursuit of 
happiness is different.

The Crystal Age is some time other than this, but how 
remote it is we are not told. The ’’traveller” has a vision 
in which he sees himself transplanted to this new environ
ment . .

He is received in a great country-house, which is in
habited by a large group of men and women who till the land 
and perform the simple tasks of life. They are not week
enders , but permanent country dwellers, with a permanence 
past belief; each house looks back on thousands of years of 
tradition. The great cities of this "civilization” are no 
more; they have been abolished. The world is stabilized, 
and no longer is there an itch to acquire and spend. Bucolic 
simplicity is evident in everything, even down to the classic 
cut of the garments.



The household is the social unit. The housefather 
administers the laws and customs, and be disnenses the nun- 
ishment— of seclusion— when the visitor transgresses the 
eodd of the house. The housemates eat, work, and play to
gether, and sleep in identical cubicles.

In addition to laws, each household has its written 
history and literature. These houses are truly built for 
endurance. What is their secret?

It is the secret of the beehive: the queen bee. There
are no mates in this world, for one woman in every family is 
apointed to carry on the family. The entire burden of each 
generation falls on her shoulders; and in return for her 
sacrifice she is treated as a goddess. Her wish is command, 
her word law. And to her are given the sacred books of the 
house, containing the knowledge denied the rest of the "hive.

For the rest of the hive sex is merely a difference in
-physical apnearance. They are, in the Gilbertian -nhrase,
"content with a vegetable love, which would certainly not
suit me." Nor does it suit the traveller. He falls in love
with a girl of the Crystal Age, and is quite baffled when she

'cannot return his passion. Despairing, he asks the house
mother for a remedy. She gives him a phial of liquid which 
is guaranteed to render him as free from passion as his house 
mates. It is quite successful; he dies.

The ship of state is not to be rocked by the storms of
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individual passion. A ”chi11 moonlight felicity” is all 
that remains.

My criticism is very brief: it is a biologically
unsound scheme.

»
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CHAPTER XVIII 
VrELLS'S A MODERN UTOPIA

Mr. Wells is familiar with the important utonias that come 
before his time. For this reason he successfully avoids the 
pitfalls into which many of his predecessors have fallen.
He combines vivid fancy with a strict regard for realities 
of the ^resent.

Wells gains entrance to his utopia in a straight-forward 
manner that is Refreshing after the shipwrecks and somnam
bulists which stereotype most utopias. He portrays a modern 
business man— a trifle fat, perhaps— sitting at his desk, 
brooding over the possibilities of the future. And then, . 
by a simple act of the imagination, he enters utopia.

Somewhere beyond Sirius lies a world exactly like this, 
to the last fingerprint, except that it has experienced a 
critical turn for the better recently. Science and mechan
ical invention parallel ours.

But Utopia is a world community. Laws are international. 
One civilization encircles the globe. Machinery mlays an 
important part in affairs, and there is a complete absence of 
the menial labor that More retained. Everything is neat, 
clean, and spacious. But the nrice is not that of Bellamy’s



utopia. The land and its resources are owned, "by the commun
ity, and are in the custody of regional authorities; and com
munication and travel are in the hands of one central admin
istrative body. Some industries are planetary, some regional, 
and some private. Farms are worked on a cooperative basis--an 
association of tenant farmers, suggested by Kertzka’s Free
land, perhaps.

Tells registers everyone in his new world, with finger
prints, name, residence, numeral, and tha rest; but this 
may be simply for the purpose of causing a mirup with utopian 
doubles for his travellers.

Four classes make up the society: kinetic, poietic,
base, and dull. The kinetics are the extroverts, the organ
izers. Active kinetics manage, administrate, and govern the 
country, while massive kinetics are innkeepers, minor officials, 
and shop tenders. ^oietics are the creators, the 'intellectuals. 
The other two classes, base and dull, are th® slag o'* the 
community--the criminals--habitual drunkards, and the idlers. 
These are exported to islands in the Atlantic, where they have 
organized their own community, and may cheat, rob, and 
murder to their heart’s content.

Plato’s Guardians were educated, disciplined, and 
maintained by the state, that these might be a class of 
people sufficiently disinterested and intelligent to keep 
this organization a going concern. Such are Tells’s Samurai. 
Selected by rigorous mental and physical tests out of youth
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over twenty-five. (V/ells wisely gives his leaders tine to 
get their wild oats out of their systems). These Samurai 
have a high intellectual standard, lead a simple life, 
are under a strict moral discipline, and follow a minute 
code of details as to dress and conduct. They nay not 
marry out their class.

In a sense, they are ouite similar to th° Order of 
Jesuits, to make a historical parallel.

All economic and ncliticel enterprises of the state 
are in their hands. They are the physicians and engineers, 
the research chemists, and the university department heads.

This is a pleasant-looking utopia, wii& well-cultivated 
fields and adequate hotels, as well as wide streets and 
eledtric monorails. But it is not like Looking Backward 
in that there are no violent patriotisms such as would 
surely arise in twenty-first century America. The dogmatism 
of creeds that marred the Christianopolitan setup is gone. 
And, as I mentioned above, the menialism of the original 
Utopia is absent.

A Modern Utopia is a good critique on many of the other 
utopias. In fact, I have been guilty of phrase-thievery from 
Wells in many points, I find, albeit unwittingly.

But the notable feature is thn note xof reality that is 
struck. No outstanding change in nature on the part of man 
is assumed. The blind are still blind, and the mean sensual
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man is still (to corrupt a phrase) both mean and sensual
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' . • CHAPTER XIX
HUXLEY * S BRAVE HEY ,,rOPJD

- When I began this naper I intended to stcr> with Wells. 
But Aldous Huxley’s witty, satirical novel about the impend
ing Model T utopia demands a hearing, if only because it is 
the most amazingly daring satire on life since Swift.

Brave Hew World is not alone in the field of satire- 
utopias. Gulliver’s Travels and Erewhon are both of this 
school, of writing. But Huxley, while he began with the same 
derisive tone that we find in Swift and Butler, has quite 
accidentally found something which they missed. He had 
written half of the book before it dawned upon him; and so 
there are two parts to the work* The first derisively sat
irical, the second dead serious. No, there is no sharp line 
of demarcation, but a casual reading brings out this fact.

Let us glance at this most recent utopia (for it was 
written in 1932.)

Succeeding utonians have nresented increasing degrees of 
mechanized life. Here, in our world of A.F. (In tie veer of 
our Ford) 632, we have reched the n-th degree. Everything 
is based on the mass production methods introduced by Henry 
Ford, $he patron saint of this Brave New World. The final 
step has been reached; babies are manufactured just as are
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Fords or Chevrolets. Huxley devotes a long chapter to a 
description of the Embryo Room and the process of embryo 
production.

The motto of Huxley’s utopia gives the answer of our 
questions: Community^ Identity, Stability.

It is an "unconventional”— in the modern sense— world.
(But in its own sense it is horribly conventional.) Marriage 
is no more; "everybody belongs to everyone else." * **
Naturally, the family is gone, since offspring are of the 
test-tube variety, and are decanted rather than born.

And everyone is happy. Yes, everyone in this new world 
is happy, for he is "conditioned” from earliest "foetus-hood” 
to like his future environment. Life is a matter of predesti
nation. One’s heredity, one’s occupation, one’s pleasures, 
one’s every move is carefully plotted in the office of the 
Predestinator before the ripe ovum of a selected female is 
dropped into a "warm bouillon of free-swimming spermatozoa,” * * 
bottled, incubated, given an artificial placental circulation, 
and finally decanted.

The caste system is in force. Alphas and Betas do the 
intellectual work; Gammas, Deltas, and. Epsilons perform the 
menial tasks. But to an Epsilon sewer cleaning is not menial; 
it is fun. He has been conditioned to like his work. Purely

* Huxlejr, Aldous Page 42
** Ibid. Page 25
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stability is the result.
One novel feature is the staffing of entire factories by 

identical twins, scores of them— produced by bombarding an 
ovum with X-rays, and then retarding development by alcohol 
and decreased oxygen supply. The ovum buds, proliferates—  
and so are produced entire groups of mechanics, farm hands, 
and the rest. The* acvantage? Uniformity.

Yes, some individuals are left. Some strong minds resist 
all their conditioning. (The conditioned reflex, hypnonedia, 
and the other devices of modern phsychology are utilized very 
thoroughly). Some Alpha Pluses break through the superficial 
truisms of their hypncpedic wisdom and seek for something above 
mere happiness. A physicist discovers a scientific truth, or 
a philosopher grasps the fact that the world beyond may be a 
possibility. "Poor fellows, they were too able’* * They are 
banished to an island. Individuality is gone. Twin after 
identical twin parades across the pages of Huxley’s book, and 
one shudders.

For the final bit of the World State’s motto, community, 
is all-important. Solitude is frowned upon. Books and art 
are carefully conditioned into the discard. The love of sports 
that characterized Bellamy is again evident.

* Ibid. Page 137
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Sex is all-inportant. Everybody belongs to everyone 
else." is no idle boast. Children never mar the set-up: 
girls are sterilized before decantation in most cases 
(Freemartins, they are termed); and the few exceptions 
are equipped with contraceptive kits at all times. No 
passion, no pent-up emotion is allowed to spoil the set-up. 
"When the individual feels, the community reels." * is a bit 
of hypnopedic wisdom which all Fordians recognize; and all 
are protected and preserved, as far as possible, from having 
emotions at all. For chastity and monogamy and motherhood 
are fierce, unsocial passions; they have been scrapped.

For purposes of contrast, Huxley introduces a modern 
viewpoint into the scheme. From a "savage reservation," in 
the "wilds of Mew Mexico" comes John ("Mr. Savage") with 
his copy of Shakespeare and his stock of aonlicable Shake
spearian quotations. He it is who terms this civilization 
the Brave Mew World. He tries to understand it, tries to 
adont it. But his individuality is too precious to him, 
and he refuses to submit to the numbing Pleasures of the 
Fordian world. In his struggles against it he deconditions 
one of the leaders, an Alpha Plus; and the leader is dis
patched to an island, where he is free to be himself. And 
here is revealed the truth of the matter: the real leaders,
the men at the top, are not happy. They who make others

* Ibid. Page 79
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happy realize their own unhapniness, and prefer their 
damning knowledge to childlike happiness. Fuxley quite 
carefully tears down his own utopia. The Psvage, his test 
character, commits suicide in despair.

There is a vague similarity to The Crystal Age in one 
respect: the utopia is too much for the traveller. But here
the resemblance ends.

The social system is dedicated to the proposition that 
all men are not created free and equal. The caste system is 
employed, with the Alphas a physical and mental top to the 
rest, and a graded scale running down to Epsilon Minuses—  
small, simian semi-morons. But every Delta is conditioned to 
enjoy Deltahood, and no Epsilon would wish to be an Alpha.

Everyone has .a sufficient rreemmeration to give him 
everything his little heart desires, as was the case in 
Bellamy’s utopia. Food, clothing, homes— all are furnished. 
And all are carefully regulated by the central government. 
There is no poverty, no starvation.

Education is, of course, universal. But education for an 
Alpha is necessarily more involved that that for a Delta. 
Graded I.Q,. ’ s are taken into consideration.

In the words of "Our Ford”, "History is bunk’." And so 
in education, history is ignored, as is art, language study, 
and the rest of the studies that make up a liberal arts
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education. Instead there is a diet of"hook-book science”; 
and woe betide the experimenter who discovers a new recipe.
His duty is to do his bidding, and an island greets the 
"too able” individual.

In other words, education is but a narody of the 
industrial system which teaches a worker to turn a bolt 
on an engine mount— nothing more.

The government is a bit nebulous. There are ten World 
Controllers, in ten sections of the world, and under them 
is a complicated bureaucracy. Quite comparable to the 
present government, in a way, but without the incentive for 
graft and greed that faces the office-holder of present-day 
America, or' England, or Podunk.

But why go on? "Community, Identity, Stability."
There is the story: the complete sacrifice of individuality
to achieve a childish level of happiness. For it is only on"a 
child’s level that this happiness is available. One indivi
dualist complains: "Why are we adults at work, and infants
afterward? Why may we not be adult all the time?" *

The answer is simple; it is not a mature happiness that 
is achieved, but a very infantile one— that of complete self- 
gratification. Raise the level— and hauniness is lost.

* Ibid. Page 119
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The truest element of utonianism is the achievment of a 
love of work. The real happiness of the Fordians, the nature 
joy, comes at their work.

("The liftsman was a small, simian creature, dressed in 
the black tunic of an Epsilon-Minus Semi-Moron."

"Roof!"
He flung open the gates.... . He smiled up with a kind 

of doggily expectant adoration into the faces of his passen
gers.") *

Huxley had written half of his little satire before he 
realized the awful thing that he had created, I feel. And 
then he hastened to tear it down. But he had builded better 
than he knew. The thing is practicable.

As a point of personal interest I have consulted several 
good biologists as to the scientific accuracy of Huxley's 
premises. All have vouched for the possiblity of his major 
assumptions. Professor Carmichael, former head of the psych
ology department at Brown University, asserts that the con
ditioned reflex and hypnopedia may readily be put to such a 
use as Huxley describes.

But I hope that such a state never cones.
However, I do like islands. Windy, stormy, wet ones.

* Ibid. Page 37
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CHAPTHR 7X

Vn'AT'r.&H* UTOPIAS COrTRTBTTTSD TO CmiJ7ATT0TT?

I should not feel that I had connleted my paper, were T 
to omit some estimate of the utopian contribution to civil
ization— even if in this chapter I paraphrase the thought 
if not the wording of Hertzler’s analysis of the same subject.*

Every utopia has some incontestable advantages; ..' Every
where we see utopian ideals being put into effect, and utop
ianism becoming reality. Naturally, the original thought is 
sometimes changed; but the kernel is still recognizable.

The utopianism of the prophets and of Jesus has come to 
dominate the moral and spiritual life of men as no other 
ideals have been able to do. Of course, Jesus stressed the 
individual; and emphasis has come to be laid upon individual 
integrity; but it is the Christian spirit that is important—  
the all-important- commandment: MTh.cu shalt love thy neighbor 
as thyself.” This spirit pervades the utonianism of every age. 
It is the stimulating element of the spiritual evolution of 
all time.

* Hertzler Pages 279-300
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Plat o’ s Republic exerted a trenendous influence on 
later life. In fact, to this first bona fide utopia nay be 
attributed the inspiration of later utopias. Plato it was 
who first stressed the importance of the state, of education, 
of distinct classes of rulers, and so on— a long, impress
ive list. But Plato’s is a rather hard little Republic—  
with its relentless baby-exposure and disregard for the 
lower classes. Plato night have used a dose of the still- 
to-be-born Christianity in his proposed state.

I lore’s TTtonia, besides its importance &s an individual
document, was the inspiration of a whole train of later
utonias. It also contributed an entire trend of social re-

%form. Universal education, reli^eus tolerance, and penology 
are all modern realities, yet they were chimerical visions 
to 1'ore. many of 2'ore’s ideals fetill represent the height 
of social anticipation, l.'ore first advocated the short work
ing day. And. the Bnglish Poor laws are fruit of More * s 
Utopia.

Robert Gwen is commonly recognised as the creator of 
the stimulus leading to many of the labor reforms of the 
nineteenth century. Ke sought to spread, his humanitarian 
ideas on labor— and the result was the British Factory Acts 
of 18IS. Cooperative buying societies owe their origin to 
ITew Lanark more than to Hertzka.
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Fourler* s anticipation of the theory of the instincts 
should entitle hin to a prominent place in psychology's Fall 
of Fame. And his efforts to set up a regime which would 
allow these instincts free play "brought forth the idea which 
developed into scientific management.

I might continue to enumerate developments from utopian 
ideas; but they are obvious. The greater portion of the 
other utopias are largely -physical anticipations— the radio, 
the airplane, and"the television, to give three examples.

It may be of more value, however, to point out a few 
specific forms of contribution, rather than individual 
instances of contributions, made by Utopians.

First, the Utopians assisted men of later generations in 
avoiding social disaster. By showing solutions of social 
problems they enabled later men to avoid revolutions and blood 
she d.

They perceived the inter-dependence and solidarity of 
all society, and so stressed the importance of the state.
From ^lato on, the state is supreme. But the state is an 
instrumentality, not an end.

Oceana is a remarkable example of utopia-come-true; for 
many of its measures have found their way into Fngland of 
today )the secret ballot, for example). Far more, still, 
are found in the constitution:of the United States.

The Utopians attempted to assist in adapting social lifd 
to the time, or, rather, to create a perfect social life for
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all trie. As a rule their changes of environment were super
ficial, however.

One and all, the Utopians recognized the ability of men 
to surpass themselves, and the ability of society to recon
struct its methods of control by its own free will.

Plato, Kore, Canpanella, and Bacon were the proohets of 
the modern eugenics movement, and from Plato onward, utonians 
urged equality of the sexes.

Plato and 1'ore advocated preventive medicine, and 
encouraged the view that a sound body needs little medicine. 
Sound diets and habits of living are advocated by nearly all 
Utopians-.

Religious tolerance of all sects not anti-social was 
urged by most of the seers.

Social theories of property (although by no means the 
same theories) were put forth by most Utopians. . Our modern 
theory, which vests the ultimate authority in the state, 
springs from the views of the Utopian Socialists.

Universal education was a tremendous step which atopians 
suggested; and most Utopians advocated such education, from 
More on.

Institutions for the advancement of knowledge cronned 
up in New Atlantis and Citv of the Sun; and to Solomon’s 
House we probably owe our modern nraseums and science balls.
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The Royal Society is a direct descendant of Solomon’s House.
Certainly the Utopians suggested our modern socialist 

and communist philosophies. Hertzka states, "With the 
v.Titing of Utopia modern socialism begins." *

The study of sociology itself owes its impetus to 
utopian influence.

Thus the story continues. It is endless. Utopianism 
is not expressed in vain; sooner or later, in some form, it 
becomes fact.

* 342 -Hertz)er ( J. O-,
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POSTSCRIPT

The field has not been covered. Perhaps a complete re
selection of utopias would give a better idea of the subject 
than the group which has been dealt with. LIy criterion of 
selection has wavered throughout the course of the thesis, and 
my first proposed list contained no less than eight titles 
not found in the group which were finally analyzed; others 
replaced then. Even now I am not entirely satisfied with my 
selection.

And so I leave utonia— with one last word— my theory as 
to why utopia will never be achieved.

At the time of their conception, society has developed 
no means of bringing utopian ideas into being. Nor would 
people give their consent if it had. For all inventions 
are at first rough-hewn, angular, and to a degree unassign
able .

Then too, leaders and governing classes often find it 
to their best personal interests to keep social life as 
nearly static as possible. Hence, they frequently interfere 
— through control of social institutions; notably the news
paper and the police force— with the social mechanism by 
which conscious changes are brought about.

But were all these difficulties to be swept away, we
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may be certain that utopia won35 never quite come, because 
it is always just beyond immediate attainment. Utonia is 
always a fleeting state. Its author, encountering the con
crete realization of his principles, would not know it, just 
as we of a future generation fail to recognize it as a 
utopia come true.

For utopia is not a social state;"it is a state of
mind.

F I N I S
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